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Editorial Preface
I MET E. C. RIEGEL in New York in 1953, on a visit up from Princeton where I was an undergraduate. "Uncle
Ned", as his int imat es called him, was a friend of my gr andfather, Spencer Heath, and both wer e residents of
Greenwich Village. Occasionally they would meet at the apartment of Mr. Riegel's friends, Major and Mrs. Ivan
Firth . Here I met hi m, some mont hs before his death. He suffered from the effects of Parkin son's disease, which
made him app ear older and m ore frail than his 74 years.
My grandfather rega rded Mr. Riegel as a genius for his understan ding of the nature and functionin g of money as a
human and social institution. It was clear, however, that this old man had not revolutionized the world with his
ideas and could not now do so. The idea formed and grew in my mind that I should keep in touch with Mr. Riegel
and the Firths, who were not much younger than he, in order to preserve his papers from being lost after his
death. As to what might be done with them, I had no idea at the time. An intuition told me that they should be
preserved.
When "Uncle Ned" died some months later, his papers went to his friends, Ivan and Gladys Firth. I kept in touch
with the Firths through my grandfather for the next ten years. Then, in 1963, in the same year that my grandfather
died, Major Firth di ed also. Gladys dec ided to move from he r small apartment to sti ll smaller quarters; more over,
it had been Ivan and not she who had understood and valued "Uncle Ned's" ideas. The papers were at the point of
being discarded. Here was the moment I had foreseen. I paid Gladys Firth five hundred dollars for Mr. Riegel's
intellectual estate, and in moving from her apartment, she did an excel lent job of collecting together every scrap
of paper that related to him.
With the papers safely in my possession, there was no pressure of time to look into them, and ten more years went
by. With the papers had come a small stock of soft-cover books, The New Approach to Freedom , published by Mr.
Riegel in 1949. I passed some of these to friends. Within this circle was Harry Browne, who was so much
impressed with Mr. Riegel's explanation of the free market that he caused some excerpts to be reprinted and
circulated. Years later, he mentioned it favorably in his best-selling book, You Can Profit from a Monetary
Crisis
and there is where this story rea lly begins.
As a result of its mention in Harry Browne's book, a flurry of mail orders came in which threatened to put The
New Appr oach to Freedom out of print. I dec ided to reprint it , and this seemed a go od time to look i nto Mr.
Riegel's papers to see if there might be some other material that should be included in the new printing. I began by
sorting what correspondence had survived and arranging it chronologically, and reading it. I became completely
absorbed. Toward the last years, there began to be mention in his letters of a book-length manuscript, Fligh t from
Infla tion. I tried to finish the correspondence in the orderly fashion I had started out, but gave it up and plunged
into the other papers to see if the manuscript would be there. It was. I read it through with mounting excitement,
sometimes having to get up and walk around to work off superfluous energy so that I could go on reading. Except
for the statistical data and illustrations, the book was not in the least dated, Not only was it not hurt for having
lain undiscovered for twenty years, but in the light of world events, its relevance was more immediate now than
when it had been written. I determined to bring it into print.
Could it be a comme rcial success? Perhaps no t. How could one promote a bo ok that was more than twenty years
old and written by an unknown author who was no longer around to be interviewed and do all of the endless things
that go into a successful book promotion? On the other hand, the sheer human interest and the factual
circumstances, together with the substance of the book, might lend itself to a different kind of treatment . Here was
a man who had devoted his life idealistically to understanding money, although he never had any of it nor any
interest in acquiring it
a man who had died, alone and old, in a cold-water flat in New York City, working
painfully to the end to complete a manuscript which then lay unsuspected for more than twenty years until it was
timely for it to be discovered. An unmailed letter from the last months discloses how he had worked painfully,
trying to hit the right keys of his old typewriter and unable to make corrections because he could not control his
shaking hands to make legible penc il marks on the paper.
I began a light editing of the manuscript, then did more, and then some more, as my interest in the subject matter
grew and deepened with a careful reading of his other writings. In time, I engaged a talented friend, George
Morton, to try his hand at improving the structure. He took me at my word, re-organizing the structure and cutting
it drastically . It was excellent prun ing. I then graft ed into the restruc tured manuscript ne w materials
fresh

expressions and amplifications of his ideas - drawn from the rest of Mr. Riegel's papers consisting of a number of
books and more than 150 e ssays.
Editing Mr. Riegel's work was an audacious task for one without any formal training in economics. I was trained
in social anthropology, however, and had an appreciation for social systems and institutions. As an
anthropologist, Mr. Riegel's analysis of the institution of money strikes me as elegant. Doubtless it will be debated
whether the subject of his analysis is properly called money. Whatever the conc lusion of that deb ate, however,
there can be no doubt that he has analyzed an important feature of advanced exchange systems. I personally find
with Mr. Riegel that money is the apt word to describe this phenomenon, which represents the culmination of a
developmental sequence in the history of exchange. Those things now commonly called money are prior steps in
that progression. I would regard the steps also as money, but money in its less developed forms
primitive
money. Mr. Riegel's concept differs so strikingly from conventional ide as of money that it will be painful reading
and mental adjustment for some people. Yet that may be one of the great and lasting values of this book
that it
provoked its readers to think fundamentally about a subject that has long been taken for granted.
There is so much in Mr. R iegel's papers that did not find its way into e ither The New Approach to Freedom or this
volume, that I should like to offer the reader in this Preface some of the perspective I have personally gleaned
from studying the rest of his papers, perspective on Mr. Riegel as a person as well as on the development of his
thinking.
Mr. Riegel's sense and grasp of individualism was intuitive and unerring. It was not a retreatist or go-it-alone
philosophy; he was fully aware that individualism flourishes best in a rich social context. He had a balanced
perspective on the healthy i nterdependenc e of individua ls and institutio ns
at least, those i nstitutions that are
voluntary and non political. His unfailing princ iple was that freedom of e xchange is the f oundation of all freedoms.
To enlarge exchange is to liberate the individual; to circumscribe it is to enslave him. The crucial question for
him, therefore, was to discover which institutions have the effect of freeing exchange and which have the effect of
restricting and narrowing it. His final conclusion would be that the single most restraining influence on freedom of
exchange is our presently socialized monetary system.
On the way to that conclusion, however, he was to pass through a number of steps. In the 1920's, he crusaded
against restrictive credit practices; a theme explored and develope d in The Credit Quest ion, written in 1926, and
in a provocative little essay, "Infidelism In Business." In 1928, he incorporated The Consumers Guild of America,
which continued into the 1940's, when it was succeeded by The Valun Institute for Monetary Research. The
purpose of the Consumers Guild was to simplify buying and raise the dignity of the consumer, and it opposed
anything that would suspend or restrain the consumer's right of bargain. Through the Guild, Mr. Riegel mounted
virtually a one -man war to make America safe for the consumer, prod ucing four books in t he first two years:
Barnum and Bunk: An Exposure of R. H. Macy & Co.; The Yellow Book; The Three Laws of Vending; and Main
Street Follies.
During the decade of the 1920's, Mr. Riegel had given his attention to the man-in-the-street in his role as
consumer. The stock market crash and ensuing depression shifted his focus. He now became concerned, on the one
hand, with understanding the causes of the crash and the depression, and on the other hand with the practical
question of promoting recovery
the need of the common man to get on his feet again.
With respect to the causes of the crash and the events preceding it, Mr. Riegel now resumed an investigation he
had begun a few years earlier into the freedom of choice of the average citizen not only as consumer, but as
investor and speculator. From this investigation, he became acutely sensitive to the danger of the invisible
partnership between the business community and the various levels of government. Specifically, he saw the trade
association movement, stripped of all pretense, as constituting virtual warfare against competition. How did this
relate to the problem of how the normal investment motive of middle-class America became corrupted into the
excesses of Wall Street speculation? The answer he published in a preliminary booklet in 1931, The Indictmen t of
the Better Busi ness Bureau C onspira cy. While The Indictment, like so much of Mr. Riegel's writing of this period,
is badly marred by polemics, one cannot help but admire his rejoinder to one critic that the trouble with
intolerance is that there isn't enough of it for so much of what goes on in the world.
The Indictment was only a prelude to the extraordinary piece he wrote the following year, The Camorra of
Commerce. The Camorra is a responsibly documented expose of the role of the Better Business Bureau, after
1922, in collusion with the Investment Bankers Association and the New York Stock Exchange, to protect the

Bureau's members from competition. Prominent among its members were Wall Street brokerage firms and
companies listed on the Exchange. The means of protection was selective enforcement of the blue-sky laws, in
which the Better Business Bureau played a key role under President Hoover's "neighborhood enforcement" policy.
As Mr. Riegel develops his indictment, it becomes increasingly reasonable that this may, indeed, have contributed
to the stock market crash by eliminating alternative investment opportuniti es for the average man and thereby
channeling his investment funds into speculative Wall Street issues that were, in effect, exempted from the blue-sky
laws. Nor did this conspiracy to harass small enterprise rs and discourage prospec tive entrants i nto business
facilitate recovery from the depression. Oddly, considering the toughness and determination of its author, this
book went no further than galley proofs. On the cover of Indictment appears this statement (sli ghtly edited):
The usurpation of legislative, judicial, or police powers, by private organizations, or the illegitimate
influence upon public officials exercising such powers, constitutes invasion of the citizen-consumer's civil
rights. Such invasion, wheth er it sprin gs from commercial, fina ncial, pr ofessional or political inter ests,
will be fought by The Consumers Guild to the limi t of its powers.
Apparently it was in focusing on the problem of recovery from the depression, together with his long-standing
interest in consumer credit, that Mr. Riegel first conceived his highly original monetary ideas. Recovery depended
upon the ability of small businessmen to finance and readily exchange their products, and this greatly depe nded,
in turn, upon the facility of the monetary system. Much of Mr. Rie gel's attention in those depression years was
focused on the difficulties experienced by the small enterpriser in obtaining commercial bank loans, and with the
injustice of charging interest for such so-called "loans" of newly created money. His reasoning is made clear in
the present volume, so that space need not be taken here. Much of his writing in this period grappled with what he
called financism and the extent to which small businesses were disadvantaged by the banking monopoly over the
power to authorize the issuance of new money. Suffice it to say, Mr. Riegel believed that if the common man could
exchange his product freely
and be dealt with justly in financing his enterprise
we would have more than a
recovery from a depression; we would enjoy cultural renaissance.
In the mid 1930's, Mr. Riegel wrote The Mean ing of Money and The Valun Discourses and Monographs. By now
he had conceived the basic outline of his concept of money, with its implication that the single reform that could
bring most leverage into the service of individualism and freedom would be the separation of money and state. His
work thereafter, to the end of his life, dealt with various ways of promoting that separation. In the depression
years, he pursued this goal through a comprehensive program of reform which he called the Radical Right
Movement. This embraced three complementary programs, The Duocratic Institute of the World, Americans of the
Radical Right, and The Consumers Guild of America. During these years, he also took particular exception to the
New Deal and to Rooseve lt's actions which were leading to United State s involvement in the war. The Consumers
Guild published a series of four provocatively titled booklets in 1936 (Roosevelt Revalued; Are You Better Off?;
Brain Trussed; Franklinstein) and two more in 1941 (Quarantine the Aggressor in the White House; The Fifth
Column in America).
By 1941, Mr. Riegel believed that the feature of the political monetary system that posed the greatest single threat
to human freedom was its provision for deficit public spending. In Dollar Doomsday, written in the fall of that
year, he predicted that the dollar would never again be stabilized and that the deficit spending inaugurated a
decade earlie r would culminate in globa l inflation. It is his lucid analy sis of this threat tha t makes Fligh t From
Infla tion timely today. From 1941 onward, he vigorously pursue d the inflatio n theme in his writings as the most
likely way of influencing monetary reform.
After World War II, and the publication in 1944 of his most widely read book, Private En terpri se Money, Mr.
Riegel made the acquaintance of Major Ivan Firth and his wife, Gladys. Major Firth was a friendly critic and
deeply interested in the money question. As friends and neighbors, he and Gladys were invaluable to "Uncle Ned"
in his last years.
It was at this time, also, that Mr. Riegel met Spencer Heath, who became a friend and a source of inspiration to
him. Prior to their meeting, Mr. Riegel had conceived the ultimate social ideal to be the separation of commerce
and state into two "houses" of democracy, one economic and the other political. The latter would be limited and
controlled by the former, which in its turn would develop in a wholesome manner and continue so because of its
freedom from the pervasive effects of state-imposed controls. This was Mr. Riegel's concept of duocracy, which he
promulgated in the 1930 's and later called bi-cameral democracy. He was troubled, however, with political

democracy, which seemed to him to harbor internal contradictions. Spencer Heath resolved this, with his
suggestion that the free market, unfettered, might in the natural course of its development bring a purely
contractual, business administration to the tasks that, for want of any alternative, are now assigned to the state.
Hence the state did not have to be any part of an ultimate social ideal. The present volume, therefore, entertains
the possibility that the state will wither away as evolving commerce brings its functions increasingly and then
wholly within the framework of voluntary exchange.
Through all of Mr. Riegel's writings, one theme stands out, and that is the ideal of democracy and faith in the
common man. While, as a social reformer, his driving motivation was to advance the lot of the common man, his
deep conviction of the dignity and worth of the individual forbade charity; it forbade, in fac t, everything but
justice
and justice, he insisted upon with a consuming passion. He had an intuitive, sure sense of justice. He
knew the feel of it. He had a certain conviction that all the common man requires is honesty and straight dealing
from his fellows and within his social institutions.
Mr. Riegel's advocacy of pure capitalism was based on the conviction that the only way of obtaining justice for the
common man was to completely free exchange. He exposed all big business/government alliances as
conspiratorial against the common man. But he did not criticize the profit motive or oppose bigness as such; he
opposed only the unfairness of enleaguing with government to disadvantage the public. To him it seemed
demonstrable that the root of socialism in the United States lay not in anything so exotic as Marxist ideology, but
in the efforts of American businessmen to escape competition. He traced the massive build-up of government in
this century dire ctly to busine ssmen seeking unfai r trading advantage . He saw the league of big business,
government, and finance as tending to bring about an aristocracy in America, a privileged class that was
diametrically at odds with his ideals of democracy and justice.
The image of Edwin Clarence Riegel that emerges from his papers and letters and from an interview with Kathryn
Barnes, of Indianapolis, a distant cousin and the only remaining family link, is inspiring in many ways. He was
born in Cannelton, Indiana, in 1879, during his father's term as treasurer of Perry County, but his home was in
Tell City, a predominantly Swiss-German settlement. The family name was Zuckriegel. His grandfather, an army
officer, had refugeed from Innsbruck at about the time of Carl Schurz. His mother, Kathryn Dusch, was an
accomplished musi cian. For some years she was princip al of The Bailey Company School of Music, the la rgest
conservatory in Cleveland. Later, with the help of her husband, Peter Zuckriegel, she opened her own school of
music in Louisville.
Edwin left home about 1 894 and went to New York City. His onl y brother, Oscar, a fe w years his senior, was a
successful salesman in the clothing industry. The two brothers differed radically in temperament, Oscar looking
for success
and finding it
in rather conventional and material terms, Edwin in the pursuit of an allcompelling, ideal vision of social justice for the common man. Some letters which Oscar saved show a brotherly
love tempered with rivalry in which Edwin, against well-intentioned pressure from Oscar, resolutely defended his
own unconventional li fe. In one of the se letters, Edwin wrote his brothe r:
I don't want a job, I want no boss; I will be free and independent. I am working for certain ideas and
ideal s and Hell itself will not swer ve me from them. I may shift fr om one course to a noth er, I shal l empl oy
whatever strategy seems best to me, but I shall face in one direction.
Certainly as a libertarian in New York City in the 1930's and 1940's, Mr. Riegel was a lonely man philosophically.
He held no academic degrees or distinctions that I have been able to discover. At speak ing engagements, he
introduced himself as a "non-academic student of money and credit."
Mr. Riegel never enjoyed a regular income. He was no stranger to walking about Manhattan for want of bus or
subway fare. His life of dedication did not permit conventional habits. When he needed funds to live in his Spartan
fashion, or to pay hi s constant printing and publishing bil ls, he would apply for a sale s position at the most
fashionable department store, where he was invariably well received because of his distinguished personal
bearing.
A vignette sheds further light on Mr. Riegel's character. He did not care for his middle name, but let himself be
known as E. C. Riegel. Among his effects, I have his Social Security card. The card evoke s in the imagination the
scene that must have taken place when he applied for it and the Social Security clerk instructe d him to write out

his full name. He refused, and Social Security insisted. The card, as issued, carries the rest of the story: his full
name appears as "Edwin Controversy Riegel."
His correspondence reveals, often entertainingly, a personal trait not unrelated to the above. That is that he never
permitted himself to be put down or brushed aside. The occasional official of a corporation or university or
government bureau who attempted it invariably had occasion for second thoughts. Mr. Riegel tolerated no
hypocrisy or personal evasion of responsibility in such situations. He was adept at picking up the put down" and
turning it aside or handing it back to its source, and he would do so urbanely, without losing sight of his guiding
ideals and objec tives.
In a June wedding ceremony in 1905, Edwin married Blanche Ellis Beach. It seems fitting with his life that,
despite the conventions of the time, the dissolution of their marriage seven years later was a civilized one and they
remained friends. Edwin's life was too ascetic, too devoted, and too idealistic, for a conventional marriage
relationship. It would have been a rare partne r who could have shared such a sing le-minded lif e. Throughout Mr.
Riegel's papers and correspondence, the reader glimpses his integrity, his uncompromising individualism, his
gentleness, his toughness, and his resilience. It has been a rare privilege to have known him through the editing of
this book.
Spencer Heath MacCallum
San Pedro, California
August 1, 1978

Notes on the Editing of this Book
Since editing always involves some revisions to an author's work, and since a reader may therefore wonder to what
extent he is reading the editor rather than the author
especially where the editing was done after the author's
death
it is only good manners and scholarship to give some explanation of the nature and extent of the
liberties the editors took with the manuscript.
In editing throughout, the emphasis was on pruning and on rearranging, so that the actual words as they appeared
would be Mr. Riegel's e ven when the organizatio n was not. Rearranging freque ntly entaile d splicing in phrase s,
sentences, paragraphs and whole sections from his writings elsewhere. By carefully pruning, arranging, and
splicing, it was seldom necessary to write even brief connectives of our own. Some stylistic editing was done,
however, partly to moderate what would otherwise come across as polemical and distract from the ideas. For
example, Mr. Riegel was fond of the word "perversion" in connection with government, as in government
perverting the money supply," or "the perversive effects of inflation." In the course of editing, these examples
became government dilu ting the money sup ply, and "the destructiv e effects of i nflation." Also, where Mr.
Riegel used money as an adjective, a usage Webster does not recognize, we changed it to monetary. Thus "money
system" became "monetary system " throughout. We also followed the precedent set by Mr. Riegel in The New
Approach to Freedom but not adhered to in this text of substituting the term personal enterprise" for private
enterprise."
The reason for this is explained in Mr. Riegel's words from a brief essay, "Labor Money:
The term private enterp rise has come to be thought of as applying to employers and excludin g employees.
This is a misconception, but because of the prevalence of this idea, we shall use the term personal
enterprise. Corporations and partnerships are assemblies of individuals, but the activating force in all
economic affairs is personal. There is no incentive other than personal. We are all personal enterprisers
and we are all capitalists, because each of us is equipped with the tools of production even if we have only
education a nd experi ence.
Updating of statistics and illustrations was not attempted, since it in no way affects the central thesis. Moreover, it
would have been unfair to Mr. Riegel, since if he were writing today, undoubtedly he would in many cases employ
different fig ures and different illustrations as bei ng more appropriate to the changed ci rcumstances.
It should also be noted that the "Selected Correspondence" has been subjected to editing along with the rest of the
text. In a very few cases, material was added from other places to strengthen a point Mr. Riegel was making in a
letter. Hence his letters are to be considered as a literary device to present different facets of his thought in his

own words, and may not be taken in every case as historical documents evidencing what was said on a certain date
to a certain person. Some brief selections from elsewhere in his unpublished writings are also included in this
section and are identified as "Random."
The major deletions from the manuscript include a chapter on "The Index Dollar," an idea which Mr. Riegel had
advocated for some time as a way of mitigating the full force of the inflationary storm, a chapter on "Currency
Reprint," in which he proposed a defensive maneuver against the possibility of communist governments in the
Cold War undermining the United States economy by engaging in wholesale counterfeiting of dollars abroad, and
a chapter entitled "socionomy," exploring a voluntary, contractual approach to financing community services as
an alternative to taxation.
Beyond these points, the reader may be reasonably assured that he or she is reading the authentic E. C. Riegel.
Mr. Riegel's original papers contain much of interest and value that did not find its way between these covers. The
Heather Foundation, Box 180, Tonopah, Nevada, 89049, maintains these papers available to the public and
invites their use.
Spencer Heath MacCallum
George Morton

Introduction
THIS BOOK PRESENTS a new concept of money , one that promises gre ater freedom and a broa der base
for democracy. It points up the futi lity of the pol itical ballo t
and the facili ty of the monet ary
'ballot'
for the attainment of human aspirations. It elucidates an evolution that has progressed
unobserved since the inception of monetary media and that is now coming to an end in what appears, on the
surface, to be a world calamity.
What man does not understand, he fears. But today's disturbances, which many take to be omens of
approaching adversity, are in fact signs of a departing perversity, the perversity of political power over
money. In this, the decay of the old order, all schools of economics and politics, unconsci ous of the meaning
of money, are vainly striving to preserve the politically based monetary system. Suc h attempts will fail and
chaos will ensue unless fresh insights are brought to the problem. This book is the first to depart from the
traditional concept of money as an instrument of the state. It is the first to propose that money and state be
separate.
It is not necessary to attempt to alienate society from the declining system, nor to conduct any crusade
against it. The flight from inflation that has already begun, and that is gaining momentum, is the popular
movement away from the decaying system and, in itself, represents a search for a stable monetary medium.
In times past, many national inflations have reached the point of extinct ion of the local monetary unit. In
each such crisis, there remained other political monetary units to which flight could be taken. But in this
world crisis, as I see it, there will remain no stable politically based unit to which the panicky will be able to
flee. There will be a t otal inflatio n of all existin g monetary units.
To avert the chaos and catastrophe inherent in a moneyless world, I visualize the emergence of a
nonpolitical monetary system to which business will resort for self-preservation. I see an orderly transition
from the old order to the new. But an orderly transition will require the leadership of businessmen and
bankers in organizing an operating system to which everyone may turn.
While such a program will require t he separation of mone y and state, and t he restoration of th e monetary
system to the sphere of personal enterprise, it also will offer the greatest protection for the state from violent
revolution and the attendant hazard of its capture by non-democratic forces. Inflation to the point of panic is
a confession by the state of its inability to maintain order. It is a clear call for help from the citizenry.
Scholars have never understood the social service of money. There has never been, therefore, an adequate
appraisal of the contribution made by money in the revival of civilization's march after the stagnation of t he
thousand years of the Dark Ages. The Renaissance, a great shifting Foreword in that march, coincided
approximately with the liberation of money from its embodiment in things of intrinsic value, such as gold
and silver, to intrinsically valueless paper carrying only a promise of value to the bearer. This
transformation was, I believe, a fulcrum upon which the incentive to advance lifted society Foreword and
made it more mobile than at any previous time.
Coincident with its liberation from tangible materials, however, the monetary medium was thrust into
captivity by the state under the false belief that, to assure credibility for a medium of no intrinsic value, the
state had to sponsor and control it. This unnatural association has limited the good that might have flowed
from a free monetary system, and has magnified the evils that afflict the economy. For the regulation of
money is inherent in the competitive trading process, and politics is alien to it. Yet the state has
continuously distorted exchange by its attempts to substitute synthetic cont rols for natural. It has brought
the political monetary system to its certain doom by employing it, through the process of inflation, as a taxcollecting device.
What effect the envisioned second and final liberation of money
this time from bondage to the
state
may have upon human behavior is possibly beyond imagination. With the passing of nationalistic
monetary units, there will remain no reason for the polyglot monetary system that exists in the world today.

A single, world wide monetary language will unify the world's peoples on the economic plane. New vistas of
human advancement will open under the new order that will surely arise following the separation of money
and state and the abandonment of the false political means in favor of the economic means of realizing
social object ives.

CHAPTER 1

Storm Winds of Inflation
We have sown the wind and must reap the whirlwind, which will scatter dollars like
autumn leaves across the countryside.
The mariner, on the approach of threatening clouds, does not take measures to abate the
coming storm. He accepts it as beyond his control and takes steps to minimize the stress
upon his craft. If we would be realists, we must accept the inflationary storm as inevitable
and set our sails to ride it out.
All attempts at political cont rol over the economy, such as rationing and price and wage
controls, are but attacks upon the storm, attempts t o flatten the waves of a troubled sea.
They undertake to suspend the operation of the law of supply and demand. If they succeed
in smoothing the waves in one place, the waves multiply elsewhere. In so doing, therefore,
such attem pts render a diss ervice inst ead of relief. Exc hange, which is the trans fer of
goods and services an d upon the facility of which the economy depe nds, is distort ed to a
much greater degree than otherwise it would have been. It is these artificial impediments
to the working out of natural laws that make the experience of passing through inflation so
trying and perilous.
Inflation, running its natural course, impairs and ultimately destroys the unit of account. It
does not, of itself, destroy wealth. It merely shifts it. In general, this shift is from the
creditor class to the debtor class, since debts are wiped out. To be sure, inflation hampers
exchange, and whatever hampers exchange impedes production. There is no escaping
lowered standards of living. But if we manage properl y, we can pass throu gh inflati on
experiencin g neither th e destructi on of existin g property, on the on e hand, nor paralys is of
business on the other.
What is it that causes business destabilization and ultimately paralysis in an inflationary
movement? It is the confusion resulting from applying one name to the unit of account in
all stages of its decline in power. At the outset of the inflationary price rise, there may be a
change of only one per cent a month in the power of the monetary unit, but as the
movement accelerates, there may be a change of this much per day and even more. To
call all of these successive units, with their varying powers, by the name dollar, obviously
frustrates exchange.
As the successive changes in the power of the unit accelerate, sellers must reduce the
time allowed between billing date and payment date. If they do not, they risk losing their
profit from sales because of the decline in the power of the monetary unit. The actual loss
suffered during a recent period from this unseen cause is shown in Table 1. This trend
toward reducing the credit period ultimately destroys credit altogether and forces business
to a cash basis. Un der normal busi ness practice s, prompt payment entitles t he buyer to a
discount, and thus there is an i nducement for him to pay within the discount period.
Inflation reverses this; the longer the buyer delays payment, the smaller the ultimate
payment by reason of the decline in the power of the unit. Thus the prompt payer
penalizes himself, and the inducement is for him to defer payment. It is readily apparent
that busin ess cannot operat e on this upsi de-down basis. The al ternative of r esorting to a
cash basis, on th e other hand, woul d be so awkward in a high ly commercial ized nation
such as the United States as to amount to practical paralysis. Before such an impasse is
reached, of course, the holders of longer-term contracts such as mortgages will h ave had
their claims decimated, if not wiped out.
Imagine how business would be impeded if words like pound, foot, or gallon were
continually changing their meanings. To undertake to conduct exchange transactions with
a changing unit of account is, if anything, worse.

TABLE 1
LOSSES SUS TAINED IN BILLING
BY REASON OF DOLLAR SHRINKAGE
Based Upon Bureau of Labor Index of Wholesale
Prices on Date Nearest to First of Month

INDEX:

1946

1947

1926 = 100

BILLS
DATED

PERCENT LOSS (OR G AIN)
IF DEBTOR PAID I N
30 DAYS

60 DAYS

90 DAYS

May 4

109.9

May 1

1.1

2.6

13.8

Jun 1

111.1

Jun 1

1.4

12.5

15.5

Jun 29

112.7

Jul 1

-10.9

13.8

10.1

Aug 3

125.0

Aug 1

2.6

+ 0.7

7.8

Aug 31

128.2

Sep 1

+ 3.2

4.4

8.3

Sep 28

124.1

Oct 1

8.6

12.9

12.9

Nov 2

134.8

Nov 1

3.7

3.7

4.1

Nov 30

139.1

Dec 1

0.9

5.3

Jan 4

139.1

Jan 1

0.9

Feb 1

140.3

Feb 1

4.3

Mar 1

146.4

Mar 1
TOTAL
AVERAGE

0.0

_______

5.3
_______

_______

30.2

55.4

67.8

3.0

6.2

8.5

The above illustrates the great hazard in doing business on credit during inflation. The
extreme instability of the doll ar in 1946 is shown by a range of 3.2 per cent net gain (by
reason of a decline in the price level) on the thirty-day payment of September 1st bills
receivable, to a loss (by reason of price rises) of 15.5 per cent on the ninety-day payments
of June 1st bil ls receivable . The average for th e whole period was a loss of 3.0 per cent on
the thirty-day payments and 6.2 and 8 .5 per cent respectively on the sixty and ninety-day
payments.
Since business profits generally average only about five per cent on sales, it will be seen
that "credit losses" alone, in the period revi ewed, wiped out profit s, to say nothin g of
losses sustained by shrinkage of capital and reserves.

Sources of Infl ation
There are in the world today 144 national political monetary units. This means that there
are 144 springs of inflation through which governments of the world are undermining the
monetary syst em. This presen t polyglot syst em is, moreover, an i nstrumen tality of
national isolation that permits governments to block the free flow of commerce.
If there were free monetary exchange internationally, as there was before "money
management" practices came into vogue, the 144 units would be subject to change. In the
course of a year, there might occur thousands of changes. While free exchange would
require great agility on the part of international traders, it would at least be realistic and
permit trade to move freely except where limited by tariffs and embargos. Under the
current managed-money practices, the various governments try to peg their units with
respect to one another. This has a deadly effect on intern ational trade and forces exchange
to resort to the black market, so-called.
This divisive system, which makes each nation's unit of account alien to all others and
thereby impe des internat ional trade and i ntercourse, m ay be observed in t he tabulati on of
foreign exchan ge quotations re produced in Tabl e 2. Note the extr aordinary confu sion of
tongues, the numerous dinars, pounds, rupees, and shillings, as well as the thirteen
different dollars that range in value from the United States dollar to the Hong Kong dollar,
which is equivalent to 17.5 United States cents.

TABLE 2
TABLE OF FOREI GN EXCHANG E QUOTATIONS
IN UNITED STATES DOLLARS PER UNIT
15 OCTOBER 1951*
Country

Currency

Consisting of

Afghanistan

Afghani

100 Puls

Alaska

U.S. Dollars

100 Cents

Albania

Lek

100 Quintar

Algeria

Franc

100 Centimes

Angola

Angolar

100 Centavos

Argentina

Peso

100 Centavos

Australia

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Austria**

Schilling

100 Groschen

Recent
Quotations
$0.06
1.00
0.02
0.0029
0.0350
0.0710
2.19
0.0475

2.815
Bahama Is.

Pound

20 Shillings 100 Pence

Bahrain Is.

Indian Rupee

16 Annas 192 Pies

Barbados

Dollar

100 Cents

Bechuanaland

English
Pound

20 Shilling 240 Pence

Belgian Congo

Franc

100 Centimes

Belgium

Franc

100 Centimes

Bermuda

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Bolivia*

Boliviano

100 Centavos

Brazil

Cruzeiro

100 Centavos

British East Africa

Shlling

100 Cents

Shilling

100 Cents

Shilling

100 Cents

Shilling

100 Cents

Shilling

100 Cents

Dollar

100 Cents

Dollar

100 Cents

Dollar

100 Cents

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Lev

100 Stotinki

Rupee

16 Annas 192 Pies

0.2110
0.5875
2.805
0.0199
0.0199
2.805
0.0167
0.0550
0.1405
0.1405
Kenya

0.1405
Tanganyika

0.1405
Uganda

0.1405
Zanzibar

0.5875
British Guiana

0.70
British Honduras

0.3290
British North Borneo

2.835
British West Africa

2.835
Gold Coast

2.835
Nigeria

0.0035
Bulgaria
Burma

0.2105

0.95
Canada

Dollar

100 Cents

Escudo

100 Centavos

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Rupee

100 Cents

Peso

100 Centavos

Peso

100 Centavos

Colon

100 Cents

Peso

100 Centavos

Guilder

100 Cents

Pound

180 Piasters
Paras

Crown

100 Heilers

Krone

100 Ore

Peso

100 Centavos

Sucre

100 Centavos

Pound

100 Piasters

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Shilling

100 Cents

Dollar

100 Cents

Pound

20 shillings 240 Pence

Mark

100 Pennis

Taiwan

100 Cents

0.0350
Cape Verde Is.

2.805
Cayman Is.

0.2105
Ceylon

0.0115
Chile
China
0.40
Colombia

0.1790
Costa Rica*

1.00
Cuba

0.5325
Curacao
Cyprus

7200

2.81
0.02

Czechoslovakia

0.1450
Denmark

1.00
Dominican Republic

0.0665
Ecuador

2.8825
Egypt

1000 Mill
2.80

England

0.1405
Eritrea

0.41
Ethiopia

2.525
Fiji Is.

0.0045
Finland
Formosa

0.065

Dollar
0.0029
Franc

100 Centimes

Franc

100 Centimes

Fracn

100 Centimes

Piaster

100 Cents

Franc

100 Centimes

Germany (Western)*

Deutsche
Mark

100 Pfennig

Gibraltar

English
Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Drachma

100 Lepta

Franc

100 Centimes

Quetzal

100 Centavos

Gourde

100 Centimes

U.S. Dollar

100 Cents

Lempira

100 Centavos

Dollar

100 Cents

Forint

100 Filler

Krona

100 Aurar

Rupee

16 Annas 192 Pies

Rupiah

100 Cents

Rial

100 Dinars

Dinar

1000 Fila

Pound

20 shillings 240 Pence

France

0.0058
French Equatorial Africa

0.0029
French Guiana

0.03
French Indo China

0.0058
French West Africa

0.2381
2.81
0.000066

Greece

0.0029
Guadeloupe

1.00
Guatemala

0.20
Haiti

1.00
Hawaii

0.50
Honduras

0.1750
Hong Kong

0.0861
Hungary

0.0614
Iceland

0.2105
India

0.2640
Indonesia*

0.03125
Iran

2.805
Iraq

2.805
Ireland (Republic)

2.81
Israel

Pound

1000 Mils

Lira

100 Centesimi

Pound

20 shillings 240 Pence

Yen

100 Sen

Dinar

1000 Mils

Won

100 Cheun

Pound

100 Piasters

Dollar

100 Cents

Franc

100 Rappen

Franc

100 Centimes

Pataca

100 Avos

Franc

100 Centimes

Dollar

100 Cents

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Franc

100 Centimes

Rupee

100 Cents

Peso

100 Centavos

Franc

100 Centim os

Franc

100 Centimes

Facudo

100 Centavos

Guilder

100 Cents

Franc

100 Centimes

0.0016
Italy*

2.1825
Jamaica

0.0028
Japan

2.81
Jordan
Korea

0.2740
Lebanon

1.00
Liberia

0.2293
Liechtenstein

0.0199
Luxembourg

0.21
Macao

0.0058
Madagascar

0.3290
Malaya

2.81
Malta

0.0029
Martinique

0.2103
Mauritius

0.1157
Mexico

0.0029
Monaco

0.0029
Morocco (French)

0.0350
Mozambique

0.2630
Netherlands

0.0160
New Caledonia

2.19
New Guinea (Mandate)

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Cordoba

100 Centavos

Krone

100 Ore

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Franc

100 Centimes

Rupee

16 Annas 192 Pies

Balboa

100 Centesi mos

Guarani

100 Centim os

Sol

100 Centavos

Peso

100 Centavos

Zloty

100 Grosze

Escudo

100 Centavos

Escudo

100 Centavos

Rupia

16 Tangas 192 R

U.S. Dollar

100 Cents

Franc

100 Centimes

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Leu

100 Bani

Colon

100 Centavos

New Zea.

20 Shillings 240 Pence

2.80
New Zealand

0.20
Nicaragua*

0.1405
Norway

2.82
Nyasaland

0.0160
Oceania (French)

0.3035
Pakistan

1.00
Panama

0.1666
Paraguay*

0.0650
Peru

0.4990
Philippine Is.

0.25
Poland

0.0350
Portugal

0.0350
Portuguese Guiana

0.2105
Portuguese India

eis
1.00

Puerto Rico

0.0058
Reunion Is.

2.81
Rhodesia, Northern

2.81
Rhodesia, Southern

0.0067
Roumania

0.40
Salvador, El
Samoa (British)

2.80

Pound
0.3290
Sarawak

Dollar

100 Cents

Riyal

22 Qurush = 88 Halals

Rupee

100 Cents

Dollar

100 Cents

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Rupee

100 Cents

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Peseta

100 Centim os

Escudo

100 Centavos

Pound

100 Piasters

guilder

100 Cents

Krona

100 Ore

Franc

100 Centimes

Pound

100 Piasters

Baht

100 Satang

Rupee

Approx. 6 Trangkaz

Pataca

100 Avos

Austral.
Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence

Dollar

100 Cents

Franc

100 Centimes

Pound

100 Piasters = 4000
Paras

0.28
Saudi Arabia

0.2105
Seychelles

0.3275
Singapore

2.80
Solomon Is.

0.2135
Somaliland Protectorate

2.80
South West Africa

0.0915
Spain*

0.0350
St. Thomas & Principe

2.89
Sudan

1000 Mill
0.5375

Surinam

0.1935
Sweden

0.2293
Switzerland

0.2835
Syria*

0.08
Thailand*

0.2105
Tibet

0.21
Timor
Tonga Is.

2.19
0.5875

Trinidad

0.0029
Tunisia
Turkey

0.3575

2.80
Union of South Africa

Pound

20 Shillings 240 Pence
0.25

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics

Ruble

100 Kopecks
0.4175

Uruguay

Peso

100 Centesi mos
0.3010

Venezuela

Bolivar

100 Centim os
1.00

Virgin Is. (U .S.)

U.S. Dollar

100 Cents
0.02

Yugoslavia

Dinar

* Official Rate.

Free rate.

100 Paras
** Effective Commerial
Rate

* Source: Manufacturers' Trust Company
In foreign exchange quotations, the United States dollar is taken each day as the index
figure of 100. This convention allows no comparison between one day's figure and the
next. Compared with its value in 1900, the United States dollar has been eroded by nearly
70 per cent. [Bureau of Labor statistics show a 94.6% erosion from 1913 to 2002, which is
roughly 95% for the centu ry. Editors .] The entire field of 144 units, therefore, should
show correspondingly more decline in that period than they do show in their daily
quotations against the dollar. Thus the decline of the criterion unit, the United States
dollar, obscures the actual depreciation of the other units and fails to show how far these
units have approached worthlessness.
The following units, for example, on the basis of their 1 939 standings, have suffered actual
losses as of June 1951, in the percentages shown here:
Switzerland
Columbia
South Africa
Argentina
Sweden
Spain
Canada
Belgium
U.S.A.
Mexico
United Kin gdom
Brazil
Uruguay
Chile
Australia
France
Netherlands
Italy
Egypt

39.5
71.6
41.6
73.4
03.7
73.4
45.4
74.8
46.1
74.8
48.5
76.3
49.9
85.3
50.0
94.6
61.5
98.1
68.1

Japan
India
Greece
Turkey
China

99.3
68.5
99.9
71.1
99.9
Figures above are from International Monetary Fund Cost of Living Statistics

Even these shrinkages are understated in most instances because of the various blocking
devices and price controls. As of December 1951, there remained but three monetary units
that were not restricted the United States do llar, the Canadian dollar, and the Swiss
franc. In other words, all of the quotations, save the three mentioned, are unrealistic
because of restrictions on free exchange.
Further, the United States Government is bolstering other units by dollar loans and gifts,
thus absorbin g some of the deter ioration of those units. How far t his will go, and h ow
much it will be reflected in the deterioration of the dollar, we can only speculate. It is
possible that, due to the transfusion of its blood to other national units, the dollar may
decline faster than other units. This may lead to a false sense of improvement on the part
of the money managers of other nations, as they may find an easement in dollar exchange
which they will credit to a rise in their unit rather than perceiving that it is due merely to
an out-distancing decline of the dollar.
Figure 1 takes the distortion out of the relativity picture in the three units, the dollar, the
pound and the f ranc, by comparin g their presen t status wit h their stat us in 1900 .

Figure 1
DECLINE OF THE DOLLAR, POUND AND FRANC
FROM 1900 TO 1950

The graph shows the purchasing powers of the United States dollar, the English pound and
the French franc in 1900 (white bars) and how they have declined to 1950 (black bars) as
compared with the 1900-dollar. The dollar has lost 67 per cent, the pound 87 per cent and
the franc 96 per cent.
The pound would have shown even greater decline if the 1950 exchange rate had not been
officially pegged. No black bar appears for the franc because the 1950 comparative rate,
being less than one 1900 cent, is too small to illustrate
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Since all national moneys are but fractions or multiples of the dollar, it follows that each
may go through inflation without disturbing the value of the dollar. But when the master
unit goes through inflati on or deflation, all other national units wil l automatically be
disturbed, since they partly depend for their stability on central bank dollar reserves.
Hence inflation of the dollar means i nternational inflation, a new experien ce for the world.
Monetary management, more properly called monetary maneuver, is now so uni versal that
it is difficult to accuratel y observe this international in flationary effect. The very fact that
all governments feel impelled to interfere with international ratios and exchange rates,
however, shows the difficulties in which the political monetary system finds itself.
The world has seen many national inflations end in the total extinction of their monetary
units. But these have alw ays involved m inor or secondary u nits with isolated sphere s of
influence. The premier un it, and therewith the main st ructure of the monetary system, has
never before been affected. Always the premier unit has remained the criterion of worth
and stabilit y, in terms of wh ich account ing could be carr ied on and exchan ge not
completely break down. Today, however, inflation is universal, attackin g the stronger as
well as the weaker units. The criterion unit itself now varies from day to day, and it is
impossible to measure the variability of monetary units in terms of a variable. The
monetary mariner no longer has a guide; for the North Star, the dollar, is moving. This is
the first time in history that the world has witnessed global inflation, with the whole field
of monetary units sliding in to the sea.
Whether we survive the storm that will attend this destruction of the political monetary
system will depend upon how we respond to this danger. If we apply remedies designed to
preserve the power of the monetary unit, the sails of exchange will be shredded by the
gales of inflation. We will find ourselves adrift in a chaotic world for exchange is the device
by which the ship of social order moves Foreword. If, on the other hand, we allow nature
to take its course with the uni t of account, adjusting matters to preserve the exchan ge
system as required, we will be able to weather the storm and maint ain civil and social
order.
The purpose of this book, then, is to propose a means of preserving the exchange system
in the comi ng emergency. I f, in the proces s, we find our way to a cl earer underst anding of
political and economic realities, so much the better. If, still further, we discover a vehicle
through which men can more effectively pursue their destiny of freedom and selfexpression, then my hopes for this book will have been wholly justified.
It is my belief that through the establishment of a nonpoliti cal monetary system, run by
and for private enterprise in a free market, we can achieve all of these things. How such a

system might be organized, the nature of the philosophical argument for the necessary
separation of mone y and state, and t he implicat ions of a nonpolit ical monetary system for
the modern world, are subjects to be dealt with in the following chapters. First, however,
let us inquire about the nature of money itself.

CHAPTER 2
A Monetary Rationale
It tests the imagination to visualize the blessings that await mankind once the
balance wheel is no longer disturbed by the eccentric of primitive monetary
concepts.
Notwithstanding that money is the very language of exchange, it is so little comprehended
that the te rm itself l acks even a gener ally accepted de finition . Prevailing con cepts of
money range from the multi-material to the ethereal. A prominent New York bank widely
publicizes i ts "money" colle ction of some 75 ,000 specime ns, includi ng a wide range of
commodities used in indirect barter. The author of a recent book on money, on the other
hand, begins his thesis with the statement, "Money is nothing." Such range of premise
creates endless confusion.
In his book, Money, Montgomery Burchard reviews "Selected Passages Presenting the
Concepts of Money in the English Tradition, 1640 to 1935. He concludes:
What does this book "prove?" In any narrow or positive sense it proves, I hope,
nothing. But if the passages illustrate anything it is the broad negative thesis that,
in the history of English writings on the nature and fun ction of money, there has
been, from the earliest times to the present, no observable advance.
In 1934, after years of fruitless search for a money master, my own hopes were rekindled
by a press statement from Professor Irving Fisher, the renowned monetary economist and
teacher, that there were "only a few persons in t he world who under stand the me aning of
money." I asked Professor Fisher to name them, and he submitted the names of thirteen
Americans and five Europeans. Of these world authorities I succeeded in getting six
Americans and two Europeans to enter a symposium to be presented to the United States
Congress, which at that time was debating monetary theories.*
*E.C. Riegel, Irving Fisher's World Authorities on the Meaning of Money. New York:
Empire Books, 1935. Contributing authorities were Harry G. Brown, Irving Fisher,
Ragnar Frisch, Von Schulze-Gaevernit z, F. Cyril James, Willford I. King, George
LeBlanc, and Warren M. Persons. Editors.
After submitting the result to the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, I published
the work in a book en titled, The Meaning of Money, concluding as follows:
The total of 176 answers to the 22 questions showed such contradictions,
inconsistencies and disagreements that we feel it a patriotic duty to state that there
appears no understanding of the subject of money among the contributing
authorities or among others whose writings we have studied. No clear principles are
established ; projected theorie s are not demonst rable; the basi s for the constr uction
of a monetary science seems lacking.
Economics professor John W. McConnell more recently has undertaken to render a
symposium of t he opinions of au thorities f rom before the Chr istian era u p to the present . I
commend his book, The Basic Teachings of the Great Economists, to all who wish to
wander through the forest of economic confusion with much of the underbrush removed.
He opens his s eventh chap ter, "Money, Credit an d Banking," wit h the observat ion, " A

great deal of confu sion has surr ounded the dis cussion of mon ey in all ages." H is review of
writers from Xenophon onward amply proves the contention. Search as one may the
literature of money, nowhere does one find a comprehension of the subject.
Confused as the picture is, there are nevertheless certain common threads running
through the literature whi ch, taken together, reveal some fairly consistent , traditional
assumptions about money. This traditional view may properly be called the objective view
of money, inasmuch as it represents money as an en tity having some kind of an
independent existence, of and by itself. By its logic, money is an entity that can be created
by law, apart from trade, and that can be used as a stimulus to trade. Operating under this
assumption, men naturally look to governments to be the issuing and regulating
authorities for the monetary system. For purposes of discussion, this system will be called
the political monetary system.
The new idea, the subjective, or integral, idea of money, is that money can spring only
from trade that trade creates money, and not vice versa. But before pursu ing this idea,
we shall first look into the origins of money. Let us start with fundamentals.
What is Money?
Civilizati on began with ex change, and exch ange began with whole barter. Whole barter
means the exchange of things for things, with each transaction complete in itself.
Obviously such transactions requ ire contact between two traders, each of whom has
something the other wants. Such contacts are not easy to make. For a trader to find
someone who has what he wants and wants what he has, requires so much time and effort
that he loses much of what he might otherwise gain from the specialization of labor. Only
when an escape from this limited exch ange method is found, can men begin to specialize
their labor sufficiently to raise their standard of living above that of a meager subsistence.
The first improvement on whole barter was indirect barter, the practice of utilizing
commodities of common use as reserves to be later traded for commodities of immediate
need. A list of such commodities adopted at various times and places would include salt,
hides, grain, cattle, tobacco, nails, etc. The trader accepting these foun d them useful, and,
because of their general acceptance, he was assured of being able to use them to secure
desired commodities in exchange. These interim commodities tended to be perishable,
however, and a major difficulty was the inconvenience when large values were to be stored
or transferred.
The adoption of precious metals, such as gold and silver, as intermediating commodities
reduced the inconvenience. This step reflected a growing emphasis upon facility in
exchange. Moreover, the durability of the precious metals led to the realization that the
actual trans fer of these comm odities was not re quired. Accordi ngly, a new mean s of
completing exchange transactions arose in the practice of depositing precious metals with
goldsmiths, who in turn issued warehouse receipts. Such pieces of paper were negotiable,
in that purchases could be effected by their transfer.
Acceptance of these promises of future delivery marked the first real step toward the
utilization of money, for it was at this point that barter was split into two halves, with the
buyer receiving value and the seller only a claim. Previously, the seller had had always to
receive some tangible asset from the buyer in exchange for his wares. He had received
that asset even when he had no personal use for it as
was usually the case when the
asset was silver or gold. Now, through an understanding among traders, one could defer
his part of a transaction to another time and place and to another trader. This was the first
faint glimpse of the tremendous liberating power of money.

Because of the use of precious metals during the last phase of whole barter exchange, it is
natural that the first step toward money should have involved a promise to deliver these
materials. The belief widely persists to this day that money, to be sound, must promise the
delivery of gold or silver. The essential quality of money, however, is its promise to deliver
value in any commodity or service at the choice of the holder. To comprehend the
excellence of this promise, we must only inquire what the seller would most desire that the
promise (money) should convey. Would he desire that it promise him gold, or silver, or any
other specific commodity, or would he prefer that it stipulate only a specific value, a value
applicable to any and every commodity or service? Obviously it is the latter. We see then
that the ideal of money is to split barter absolutely in half, without any limitation imposed
upon the seller.
Not only is the ideal of money most fully accompl ished when t he promise imp oses upon
the holder no limitation as to choice of commodity, but any concurrent delivery of value
with the monetary instru ment is a reduction in the s um of money conveyed. Unlike a dollar
bill or a dollar check, for example, a silver dollar is not wholly money. The former are
complete split-barter instruments, while the silver dollar is a qualified split-barter
instrume nt, in that some value is con veyed with th e promise. To that extent it i s not
money. If a silver dollar contains fifty cents worth of silver, its transference is half a
monetary transaction and half a barter transaction. Or, counting both sides, the
transaction is three-fourths barter, since the seller, of course, delivers his half in value.
When inflation so shrin ks the power of the dollar that the silver conten t of the silver dollar
becomes worth more than its face value, silver dollars will disappear from circulation and
be melted for bullion while the dollar bill and dollar check will remain. This demonstrates
that money has no intrinsic value and will tolerate the use of a valuable vehicle or token
only so long as the value is less than the sum of its face.
The purpose of money thus is to obviate the definitive and invoke the relative, i.e. to
enable the acceptor to requisition any commodity or service at the market price. Hence we
can see that money is a device that operates with in the trading communit y for that
community's own self interest. The necessity of splitting barter into halves in order to
facilitate exchange is the motivating force that makes the monetary system operate.
A would-be money issuer must, in exchange for the goods or services he buys from the
market, place goods or services on the market. In this simple rule of equity lies the
essence of money. Money, as a monetary instrument, is an evidence of purchase that is
issued by the purchaser to the seller. Si nce it is in the self-in terest of all concerned that
the monetary system continu e to operate within the trading communi ty, it is apparent that
the buyer who issued the monetary instrument to the seller has made a commitment to
the community that h e, in his turn, will engage in bus iness, i.e., will bid for money by
offering his own goods and services in the open market. In this competitive situation, he
redeems his original issue through the sale of his goods and services. Thus money is
actually backed by the value surrendered by the seller and potentially backed by a value in
the possession of the next seller.
To print bills and mint coins is not to issue or create money. This has no more monetary
significance than if you were to write a check and leave it in your checkbook. Instruments
that have not been put into exchange are nonexistent in the world of exchange and
money. Money simply does not exist until it has been accepted in exchange. Hence two
factors are necessary to money creation: a buyer, who issues it, and a seller, who accepts

it. Since the seller expects, in turn, to reissue the money to some seller, it will be seen
that money sp rings from mu tual inte rest and cooperati ve action among t raders, and not
from authority. That the Government can issue money for the people, or, in other words,
that there can be a vicarious money power is an utter fallacy. Money can be issued only by
a buyer for himself, and he must in turn be a competitive seller to recapture it and thus
complete the cycle. He must recapture to stay in business, since his issuing (credit) power
is limited. Moreover, in a market conducted under free competition, he will be compelled to
give the par value of his issue, since under free competition he must bid for money against
all other sellers and thereby return as much to the market as he took out with his issue.
This competitive situat ion, in which the trader redeems his origi nal monetary issue through
the sale of his goods and services, assures that the community's monetary system will
maintain its stability. It is cooperative self-interest which maintains the parity of the
monetary unit, and that same cooperative self-interest justifies the seller in surrendering
value without fear of loss.
All enigma as to what causes money to circulate and maintain its power is thus dissolved
by comprehending the natural law of money issue. This is that its legitimate issue is
confined to pers onal enterpri sers in the m arket place, sin ce they alone, by the logic of
their situation, are able to be and are desirous of being issuers of values as well as issuers
of money.
It is important to note, further, that only an impecunious person or corporation can create
money, as strange as that may seem. A person already in possession of money can only
draw upon the exi sting suppl y that part
of it which i s in his posses sion. The reason for
this, of course, i s that money i s an accounti ng system, and under the pri nciple of
accountancy a net debit and a net credit cannot exist side by side. A person without money
is neutral unless he creates money, which puts him on the debit side.
To create money one must first be impecunious, and the act of creating money is the act
of paying for a purchase. There is no other way. Such payment by an impecunious buyer
puts him on the debit side of exchange. The effect upon the recipient of the payment, the
seller, is to create either a credit as an addition to a previously existing credit or an offset
to an existing debit. Thus purchasing (and paying) either creates money or moves the
purchaser nearer the creative line. Selling (and receiving payment) either destroys money
by offsetting a debit or moves the seller farther from the creative line by increasing his
credit balance.
Let us now consider a hypothetical community of traders who, finding the need to facilitate
their exchange with monetary instruments, hire a bookkeeper to keep track of their
transaction s. Each member of the exchang e might recei ve some blank pi eces of paper on
which he directs the bookkeeper to debit his account and to credit the account of the seller
by a specified number of monetary units. Nothing need be deposited with the bookkeeper
to authorize such orders. This implies that the members would be authorized to start the
exchange with a bookkeeping debit or overdraft. Let us pause once again to realize that
money can spring only from a debit, not from a credit. This shows that the basis of money
is a pledge to surrender value on demand to offer goods or services in the market at
competitive or market price and, thereby, to give value when m oney is tendered.

Now if we assume that, in a trading day, the buyers issued checks in the sum of 950 units,
and that each trader deposited his checks with the bookkeeper, the bookkeeper would
have 950 units as a total bookkeeping entry. However, since the buyers are also sellers,
there might only be a net debit of 50 units to the accounts of those who overbought, and
the same amount as credits to the accounts of those who under bought. In this case the
actual amount of money in existen ce at the end of the day would be 50 units, alth ough
monetary transactions to the extent of 950 unit s had taken place. It is even conceivable
that there might remain no debit balance, and hence no money whatever in existence,
despite a healthy monetary exchange. Money is created by the process of incurring a debit
and is destroyed by the process of offsetting a debit.
The volume of money extant, therefore, has no relation to the volume of business
transacted in its name. The volume of money is determined by the amount of deferred
spending, or "savings." In the example, those traders with credit balances have a claim
upon values held by other traders. The traders with debit balances are the money issuers,
and have proclaimed thereby their obligation to other t raders. This demonstrates that
money is but a medium of evidencin g barter balances. It is a claim upon neither parti cular
goods nor particular traders, but upon any goods in the hands of any trader. In that sense
only is there a store of value behind monetary instruments. The idea that there is a
reserve of value, such as gold, which can back or support the money extant , is a chimera.
Monetary Circles
Perhaps an easy way to visualize the money creation and redempti on process is through
the use of monetary circles. A monetary circle begins when, through a line of credit at a
bank or other bookkeeper, a check writer issues a check that is accepted by a seller. With
the acceptance of this monetary instrument, the check writer has issued money into
circulation and stands as a debtor to the market, i.e. he has taken something of value out
of the market and, in due course, must put an equal value into the market in order to
liquidate his "loan" at the bank. The money i ssued passes from hand to hand in what may
be a wide circle of traders. Each holder of money stands, to the extent of his holding, as a
creditor to the market, because his holding of money is evidence of having delivered value
to the market. Thus, as the result of one man's issue, a monetary circle consisting of one
debtor and a number of successive creditors is created. The creditors (money holders)
displace each other, while the debtor remains until, in due course, he makes a sale
(delivers value to the market), thereby capturing the money with which to liquidate his
"loan." This compl etes the cir cle from issu e to redemption. Re demption does not imply, of
course, recapture of the identical units issued, but merely an equivalent offset.
Figure 2
MONETARY CIRCLE

The above describes an uncompleted seven-factor monetary circle. The issuer starts the
circle by buying before selling (BS). The si x trader-transmitters sell before buyin g (SB).
Any number of additional trader-transmitters may be imagined before closing the line to
the buyer-issuer, but this line ultimately must be closed by the buyer-issuer making a sale
to the last trader-transmitter, and thus the circle is completed from issue to retirement.

Monetary circles may be of wide or narrow orbit, depending upon the length of turnover in
the business of the issuer, and can be su stained as long as necessary to supply the needs
of any business. The only essential i s that the initiator be also a potential fi nisher. To be
such, he obviously must be a personal enterpriser, i.e. one who is obliged to go into the
market and bid for money. This requirement being fulfilled, his issue is genuine money.
Money as an Abstr action
With the passage of time, trade psychology has become more and more enslaved to the
superstition that trade by money mu st be state permitted and regulated. This att itude has
come about because man has not understood money. He has believed that, in passing
from whole barter exchange into monetary exchange, he passes to a higher plane where,
by political magic, there is conferred upon him a power that he could not exert without the
sanction of the state. In truth, trade has not risen and cannot rise above barter, because it
is inconceivable that one trader would surrender value without being assured of receiving
value. Money does not destroy the principle of barter. It merely splits it into halves,
improving it by introduci ng a time lag bet ween the surr ender of value an d the requisi tion
of value, during which lag the monetary instrument certifies the right of the seller to make
the requisition at such time and from such trader as he may choose. The monetary
instrument acquires n o value; the value resides solely in th e thing or things to be
requisitioned.
To believe in a m etallic or oth er "standard," or to iden tify money wi th any commodi ty or
"backing" or "coverage" or "reserve," or to attribute value to it, is to confess inability to
master the monetary concept. The monetary concept is a concept in accountancy. It is as
abstract from value as mathematics. Indeed, money is the mathematics of value, and is
valueless in the same sense that mathematics is valueless. No amount of value can create
money. But when men form a compact to trade with each other by means of accounting, in
terms of a value unit, then a monetary system is formed, and actual money springs into

existence when any of them, by means of the act of paying for a purchase, incurs a debit

in the accounting system. Conversely, money is destroyed by the process of selling, in
which a credit is earned against a previously incurred debit. Yet value is neither created
nor destroyed by the process of creating and destroying money, since money is but a
concept.
Every lawyer kn ows when he draws a con tract that t he real contrac t exists in the minds of
the contracting parties, and that the paper and ink are but the evidence of the contract.
Likewise, the substance of money is a tradesmen's agreement to carry on split barter. The
monetary instrument is but the evidence of, and accounting device for, the split barter
exchange consummated under the tradesmen 's agreement.
It is well to realize that the monetary concept must come before the monetary instrument,
and that, indeed, there may be an actual monetary exchange without instruments. When
traders are able to evaluate things in terms of an abstract mathematical unit, they have
conceived money, and may carry on monetary exchange without record or instruments. Of
course, this is not feasible to any great extent. But we should understand that money, first
of all, is a concept, and that the bookkeeping and instrumentation that follows is but the
record of transactions consummated in accord with the concept.
If a farmer approache s the villa ge storekeeper wit h the quest ion, "What are you giving for
eggs?" and the storekeeper answers, "A peck of corn or three yards of calico," the trading
is on a whole barter basis. But if the answer is, "Thirty cents," the trading is on a
monetary, or split-barter, basis. A deal may be struck whereby the farmer turns over five
dozen eggs and gets credit on the dealer's books for $1.50, against which he orders
merchandise, and this method might continue indefinitely without a single monetary
instrument passing between them. Yet these transactions would be perfect monetary
transactions. They would constitute trading by means of money simply because the traders
were able to state prices in terms of an abstract value un it. It is important for us to realize
that the sum of monetary instruments used in trade is far from coextensive with the sum
of monetary transactions. Offsetting items are common in business, which reduce the need
for monetary instruments to settle balances.
The Mathematics of Exchange
It is obvious that exchange is a mathematical process because it deals in numbers, using
addition, multiplication, division and subtraction. This is true even with traders who are
uneducated in mathematics. To trade, the mind must think mathematically. In the absence
of a basic concept, the mind deals in physical objects, comparing one with another. To
establish relativity, which is the prerequisite of exchange, we may take any valu able thing,
call it the unit of value, and giv e it the numeral 1. Other th ings, by comparison, will be
either multiples or fractions thereof. It is of little consequence what commodity we choose
as the representative of the unit of value, but it is all-important that we realize that we are
choosing the value of the commodity and not the commodity itself. For values are always
in a conditi on of flux, movin g in and out of comm odities unde r the control of t he law of
supply and demand, and hence no commodity retains a fixed portion of value.
When we have adopted a unit, which we designate as the figure 1, and approach the
mental process of evaluatin g in terms of mat hematical r elatives, we hav e conceived of
money. This is the monetary concept. As we have seen, it is possible to conduct a
monetary exchange without going any further. Therefore the concept is money, and the
instrument or record that follows is also money, but in another sense of the word. Thus,
we do not give money in exchange for things, we give values (represented by goods and
services) for val ues. We give t hings for th ings, mathem atically eval uating th em in terms of
the unit, and then we give checks or currency as evidence of an accomplished exchange. It

is important to note this s o as to preclude th e false idea that money ever bu ys anythin g or
is a thing of value. Indeed, it is mistaken to attribute purchasing power to money, for it
has none. It is merely the conduit through which purchasing power flows, such purchasing
power lying in the commodities or values exch anged.
Money, the concep t, is the dete rmination of value by math ematical rel ativity of th e unit of
value. Money, the manifest, is the evidenc e of an accomplished unilateral exchange
transaction through the monetary concept.
Monetary Rationale
Let us now formulate a definition of money that we can refer to as we consider the
workings of monetary systems. Only by turning our backs on the muddle of past monetary
economics can we fully understand the subject of money. We must reject such
irrelevancies as metallic and other standards, managed currency, bullion and specie
redemption, quantity theories, legal tender, and other issues, which have consumed
endless hour s of debate. Let us si mply apply our com mon sense to th e rationalizat ion of
the subject of money. Error has labyrinths; truth is an obelisk.
A.

Money is a Receipt for Value

B.

Expressed in Terms of a Value Unit, and is

C.

A Transferable Claim

D.

For an Equivalent Value

E.

To be Determined by Competitive Exchange

F.

In Which the Issuer i s an Active V endor

G.

Whose Issue Conforms to the Customs of a Convention of Participants in the
Monetary System.

a) Money is a Receipt for Value
A receipt for val ue implies an exchange. He nce, money spri ngs out of excha nge and not
vice versa. It cannot be created by political statute nor by any action that is independent
of trade.
b) Expressed in Terms of a Value Unit
The value unit may be the equivalent of any measure of any commodity at the time the
unit is adopted. Thereafter the value unit must be divorced from identity with the
commodity selected since, under the law of supply and demand, the value content of all
commodities is constantly changing. The selection of amount, commodity and time serve
merely to provide a reference point for the value unit, i.e., an initial value. Thus a new
monetary unit might be establ ished by making it par with an exist ing unit, but its parity at
launching would not imply continued parity, inasmuch as the values of the two units would
thereafter depend upon the monetary policies of their respective administrations.
c) A Transferable Claim
Transferabil ity is of the essence. Henc e, there can be n o promise, in th e ordinary sens e of
the word, involv ed in money, for i f the fideli ty of a monetary i nstrumen t depended upon
the credibility of a given promisor, its transferability might be severely limited. Monetary
credit must be a social credit, backed by all participants in the exchange system but
identified with none.

d) For an Equivalent Value
This implies stability of the unit, which is necessary for a viable monetary system.
e) To be Determined by Competitive Exchange
There is no way to assure the holder of money that he will receive a value at the time he
buys equivalent to the value he gave at the time he sold, other than by free competition.
Only under free competiti on can the requ irements of t rade equitably regulate th e value of
money.
f) In Whic h the Issu er is an Acti ve Vendor
Only as an active bidder for money under competitive exchange can the issuer of money
justify his issue power. He who would create money to buy goods or services must be
prepared to produce goods or services with which to buy money. Since personal
enterprisers are dependent upon reciprocal buying and selling, it may be seen that they
are compelled, by self-interest, to be redeemers of money as well as issuers. It should
readily be seen that governments are not under such necessity, since they have the taxing
power. Such servi ces as they ren der are not subject ed to the choice and evaluati on
inherent in free trade. Hence governments are not qualified to issue money.
g) Whose Issue Conforms to the Customs of a Convention of the Participants in the
Monetary System.
The rules and regulations prescribed in the convention of the participant s must be
honored, to assure fidelity of issue. This implies a formally structured monetary system
and authority that establishes the monetary unit, prescribes the issuing process, its limits,
the implements to be used, and such other mutually acceptable rules as will give
dependability to the unit and to the system.
Breviate
The purpose of money is to facilitate barter by splitting the transaction into two parts, the
acceptor of money re serving the power to requisit ion value from any trader at any time. .
The method of money is to employ a concept of value in terms of a value unit dissociated
from any object.
The monetary unit is any adopted value, which value is the basis relative to which other
values may be expressed.
The monetary system is a cooperative agreement among traders to regulate the issuance
of monetary instruments, to express and exchange values in terms of the monetary unit,
and to keep accoun t of such exch anges.
Monetary instruments may be any evidences of monetary transactions that serve the
convenience of trade and the purpose of accountancy.

Chapter 3
Banking and Business Cycles
Commercial banks do not lend money. They permit the "borrower" to issue money. The
"loan," which is not in any true sense a loan because it does not reduce the money
resources of the lender, is simply entered as a credit to the borrower on the books of the
bank. It is a paper transaction, no money having been lent and no new money having
come into existence. The borrower, however, now has legal authorization to write checks
to the extent of the loan and tender them in trade. Upon their acceptance by a seller, new
money comes into existence. Until such time as the borrower, through becoming a seller,
recaptures the money (extinguishes the money he created) with which to liquidate his
"loan," there may be many purchase and sale transactions effected by the money he
issued. Yet, throughout it all, not a sin gle unit of money has been lent or borrowed.
"Borrowing money" from a commercial bank is but a figurative phrase. It is getting
authorization to create money the f irst step in the money creating process.
Money may, however, be truly borrowed from existing reserves of money. True
moneylenders include savings banks, building and loan associations, finance companies,
and individuals. Such money, however, originated in commercial banks through the
process above described, and was accrued from surpluses.
It is interesting to ponder the question: Why does money lending exist? A little thought
shows that it exists because of the deficiency of commercial bank credit. The borrower
obviously borrows money because he wishes to buy something.
The motive is the same for creating money. Borrowing money offers no advantage over
creating mon ey, and it has posi tive disadvan tages. Interes t charges are us ually high er for
borrowed than for created money. To the money lender it involves the h azard of default by
the borrower, whereas default in a commercial bank "loan" is distributed, almost
painlessly, over the entire economy. "Loans" through commercial banks are underwritten
by the entire trading community, whereas a loan of existing money is supported by the
resources of the borrower alone.
Why, then do buyers resort to moneylenders rather than commercial banks for needed
funds? The only answer is that the banker, the gatekeeper of the trade channel, is limited
by statute in the number of passes that he can issue to personal enterprisers. Let us
investigate the source and consequences of this limitation.
Bust Wit hout Boom
We in America are in the habi t of thinking that boom-bust, the bu siness cycle, is due to an
inherent fault in the personal enterprise system. We also believe that boom means
inflation, and that bust means deflation. This confusion between inflation and boom must
be eliminated before we can understand the source of the business cycle. Some definitions
are in order.
Boom results from an expansion of the genuine money supply. This is not inflationary,
because it justifies itself by an expansion of production and trade.
Inflation, on the other hand, is the result of the injection of monetary units into the money
supply without an offsetting increase of values in the market place.

Bust results from a reduction of the gen uine money supply, which is brought about by
bankers calling or, as they mature, failing to renew the "loans" upon which the money is
based.
Deflation is n ot to be confused wi th bust, for th ere cannot be defl ation withou t prior
inflation. Just as inflation is not an increase in the genuine money supply, so deflation is
not a reduction. Both are produced by governments. By deficit fi nancing (through
borrowing from banks) water is injected into the circulation, and by surplus budgets it is
extracted, in no wise affecting in either operation the substance of the money supply.
Now, if the expansion of the genuine money supply, resu lting from bank loans to personal
enterprisers, is justified by the expansi on of production and distribution, how can we
explain the reduction of the genuine money supply that occurs during the bust part of the
business cycle?
The shrink age of the genui ne money suppl y, which caus es the bust, i s due to a limit ation
imposed upon banks by the political monetary system. When a bank makes loans to
personal enterprisers, it assumes the legal obligation to convert all of the deposits
resulting from such loans into currency on demand. But there is a limit to the actual cash
the banker can deliver. This limit is determined by the amount of gold certificates and
Government bonds he holds. A Government bond can requisition cash by its deposit with
the Treasury , which will d eliver to the banker its equ ivalent in currency at t he mere cost of
printing.
At the begin ning of the boom t here exists a wide margin of safe ty, since dem ands for
currency can easily be met. As the movement progresses, however, this margin is
reduced, until it becomes hazardous for the banker to further extend the loan volume. His
attempt to keep the volume of loans within the limit of his holding of gold and federal
securities arrests the movement of the boom. As a result of this effort, business is
stalemated. This further increases the banker's caution to the point where he stops making
loans. As outstanding loans mature without an offset of new loans, the money supply
begins to decline, and the bust movement is on its way.
Our worst boom-bust culminated in 1929. It was aggravated if not precipitated by the
action of Secretary of the Treasury Andrew Mellon, who retired the federal debt from its
peak in 1919 of approximately $ 25.5 billi ons to about $16 .2 billions i n 1930. Hi s reduction
of the federal debt was acclaimed by leaders of banking and business. However, in so
doing, Mellon cut away the foundation of the bank credit pyramid. By taking Government
securities from the banks, he eliminated the margin of safety by reducing the availability
of currency. Some ten thousand banks failed to meet the public demand to exchange
deposits for currency.
Since in a cr isis the dem and is for curren cy, and since t he Governmen t is the only debtor
that can conv ert its debt i nto cash on deman d, it should be obvi ous that a banke r's
security depends upon the ratio of public debt to private. In the years preceding the
depression, the ratio was continually cut as the banks rapidly expanded private loans.
When business began to contract and t he demand was for cash, the banks discovered that
they were short. Their frantic calling of loans further diminished the money supply, and the
spiral ended in depression.
The demand for cu rrency need n ot have risen t o critical lev els but for sti ll another pi ece of
legislation, the legal tender law, which forced many in the chain of credit, if they would
stay out of bankruptcy, to sue for cash payments in order to be able to satisfy the

demands of their creditors, who in turn were hard-pressed for cash to meet their
obligations. But for the limitations on choice imposed by the legal tender law, many
creditors would have agreed to alternative, non-cash settlements, or simply let their notes
run, and excessive pressure would not have built up in the system.
Note in Figure 3, a graph of the Per Capita National Debt, the beginning of the
undermining movement in 1920 as Government debt began to be cut back, contrasted
with the rise from 1932 onward.
Figure 3
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Today we are experiencing not boom, but inflation, resulting from the great increase in
public debt especially since 1940. The ratio of public to private debt is now so enormous
that there is not the slightest danger to the banks in extending private loans. They hold
enough securities to meet any demand for currency; hence the deflation precipitation point
is practically non-existent. Nor would the banks call Government loans as they might
private loans. The reason is that the Government can replace each bond with currency,
and thus the banks would be exchanging interest bearing paper for non-interest
bearing a loss of interest w ith nothing gained, since there is no hazard to them
regardless of how high the Government debt mounts.
Consequently, there will be no deflation to follow this inflation. We are out of the boombust cycle, an d have seen th e last of that ph enomenon. We ar e not, however, out of
trouble.

CHAPTER 4
Legal Counterfiet
Let us imagine the formation of a political state calling itself Pretense and declaring
the nationa l monetary un it to be the Pret ensia ...
Everyone knows that it is a crime to counterfeit bills and coins and that governments, with
the cooperation of banks, are constantly vigilant against those who practice this nefarious
art. What is not generally known even to the
perpetrators is that go vernments and
banks unconsciously cooperate in legal count erfeiting.
It has been see n that, unde r the natura l law of money iss uance, governm ents cannot
qualify as issuers, because they are not in t he necessitous situation of personal
enterprisers. They do not barter, and therefore have no need to escape from barter. They
do not bid for money in the open market with goods or services. Their taxing power
relieves them entirely from selling; they take merely by taxing. Hence, when they are
admitted to the issue power, their issue cannot be a genuine promise to deliver value in
trade. It must of necessity be counterfeit, regardless of any statutory laws intended to
validate it.
This legal-illegal practice is innocently perpetrated, in the United States, not by the
issuance of bills and coins, but through loans made to the Government by commercial
banks. As we have seen, to borrow money from an individual, private corporation, savings
bank, building and loan association, or any lender other than a commercial bank means to
reduce, by the sum borrowed, the monetary resources of the lender. Hence, no increase in
the total money supply is produced. To "borrow" from a commercial bank, however, implies
something quite different. When one borrows from such a source, no reduction in the
capital funds of the bank ensues, nor is anyone's deposit redu ced. The only effect is that
the "borrower's" balance is increased by the amount of the "loan." The total money supply
is increased the moment checks are drawn against this higher balance and accepted in
trade.
All money is created through "borrowing" from commercial banks. Wh en carried out by
personal enterprisers, this practice is legitimate and essential. But when governments
follow this practice, it becomes illegitimate and is infinitely more destructive than is
counterfeiting by private individuals. The presence in the circulation of these counterfeit
units reduces proportionately, by a blending process, the power of all units. No increase is
produced in the money supply; the increase is solely in the number of units. From failure
to discriminate between money issu ed through bank credit by personal enterprisers and by
governments, has come an inflationary mixture of true and false money that threatens the
social order.
Legal counterfeiting is by no means a modern invention, though it is practiced today on a
much larger scale than ever before. Ever since the beginning of money, governments have
found various ways of surreptitiously taxing their citizens and subjects through spurious
money issues. With the advent of paper money, the opportunity was expanded and
extensively utilized. Through the bank check, which is the latest evolutionary step in
monetary instruments, has come the opportunity to practice legalized counterfeiting on the
grandest scale and in the most subtle manner indeed so
subtle that even government
officials are n ot conscious of i t. This "Open S esame" to weaken th e money in ci rculation
through dilution by counterfeit issues exists because of the popular belief that checks are
not money. In fact, however, they are the primary form of money in use in the United

States today. This becomes obvious when one stops to consider that currency, which most
people consider to be the principal form of money, is usually obtained by cashing a check.
Lest readers gain the impression that legal counterfeiting and the introduction of various
pieces of window dressing in our monetary legislation to justify it indicate malicious intent
on the part of politicians, let it be clear that the practice arises from a universal
misconception of the source and essence of money, a misconcept ion which blinds
legislators as well as the people they undertake to serve. Money cann ot be governed by
man-made laws; it operates solely by natural law. Under this natural law, governments
cannot be vested, either by usurpation or by delegation, with the money issuing power.
Efforts to legislate this power result in legal counterfeit as distinguished from illegal (the
one is amoral whi le the other i s immoral.) It s hould also be un derstood that th e practice of
legal counterfeiting is in dulged in all over the world, and to a greater degree abroad than
at home. That is why the dollar is as yet the st rongest monetary unit in th e world.
History of American Legal Counterfeit
All of the thirteen American Colonies legalized the issuance of "money" by government,
and all thirteen units of account passed out into thin air through total inflation the
inevitable result when coun terfeiting is carried to extremes. Following th ese Colonial
experiments came that of the Continental Congress, from which sprang the continental,
object of the reproach ful phrase, "not worth a contin ental."
It is not surprising that, with these horrible examples of legalized counterfeit before them,
the delegates to the Constituti onal Convention resolved to withhold from the federal
Government this perverting power. The question arose when Article 1, Section 8,
Paragraph 5 was up for discussion. This provision, as adopted, reads:
Congress shall have the power to coi n money, regul ate the valu e thereof and of
foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures.
The clause as first presented included the words, "emit bills of credit." After debate, the
delegates voted to strike out these words, and thus the Government was denied the power
to issue currency. In those days currency was called bills of credit, and these were the only
instruments of legal counterfeit, the checking system not yet having come into practice.
The clause, as en acted in the Constituti on, authorized t he Governmen t to "coin money,"
but not to issue it. It meant that the Government was empowered to set up a mint to
stamp out coin s from metal brou ght to it by pri vate owners. The c oins minte d were not
Government property; they remained the property of the citizen from whose metal they
had been coined. He was thereafter entitled to issue these coins into circulation bearing
the Government's guarantee of weight and fineness. To "regulate the value thereof" meant
to define what constituted a dollar and its fractions. It did not mean to regulate the power
thereof, as thi s would involv e price fixin g, an impossible task.
(For authorities on the above report of the action of the constitutional Convention, consult
Max Farrand, Records of the Const itution, Volume 2; E. H . Scott, Madison s Journal of the
Constitut ion; Charles Morris, Making the Cons titution .)
For the first s eventy years of the Republic , the inten t of the framers of the Constit ution
was respected. During that time, no currency (bills of credit) was issued by the
Government; business was conducted with private bank notes and with gold and silver
coins minted by the Governmen t for private owners of the metal. The Civil War
emergency, however, induced Secretary of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase to recommend to

Congress the issuance of United States notes, popularly called "greenbacks," and Congress
obliged. This was the first legalized counterfeit issued by the United States Government,
and it was frankly recognized as unconstitu tional. It was justified on the ground of national
emergency by Chase, although later, as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, he condemned
it in a majority report as unconstitutional. By a still later decision, however, with Chase
this tim e in dissent , the Court sanc tioned the prac tice and thu s read into the Constituti on
what the foun ders had delibera tely voted to kee p out.
(See Hepburn vs. Griswold (1870) Wallace 603; Know vs. Lee (1871) Wallace 457)
The above quoted Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 5 is the cause of popular
misunderstanding. It is generally believed that this is the money enabling clause.
However, except for the Civil War instance cited and some minor issues of silver
certificates issued since, the great evil of legalized counterfeit has not sprung from this
clause. The power comes from another clause that is never suspected because of its
innocent wording. The enabling clause is Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 2:
Congress shall have power to borrow money on the credit of the United States.
This paragraph opened the way for the modern method of counterfeiting that is far more
insidious and dangerous than the "printing press" method that Paragraph 5 (the first
quoted paragraph) undertook to exclude. That a government precluded from the issue
power should, as an alternative, be permitted to borrow, seems quite logical and
consistent, and no harm could come from the exercise of the borrowing power but for the
double meanin g of the word, "borrow."
The bank borrow-creating process is the modern form of "printing press money" which the
framers of the Constitution endeavored to preclude. Under this modern method the
Government has some bonds printed which it delivers to commercial banks, receiving
therefore a deposit credit. Subsequently it writes checks against the credit thus
established and "buys" what it wishes. The checks, in turn, are either cashed or deposited
by the recipients, and in either case, they increase the dollar supply. Since all bank
deposits are subject to conversion into currency, it may be seen that the public demand is
the gauge of the amount of deposits that are converted into currency. In response to this
demand, the banks call upon the Governmen t to supply the needed currency, and thu s, by
a roundabout method, we reach the printing press again. If the Government resorted to
the printing press directly to print and circulate bills, there would be a loud outcry against
"greenbackism " and "printin g press money." Bu t by circumv ention the unlawful i ssue of
currency becomes lawful, and the legalized counterfeit permeates all bank deposits and
currency, with the people quite unaware.
A strong case mi ght be made again st the Consti tutionali ty of the Gover nment's pract ice of
"borrow-creating" on the ground that the Constitution makers could not have had this in
mind when they wrote the word "borrow" into the Constituti on. The practice of commercial
bank borrow-creating had not come into use in their time. Their complete unconsciousness
of this modern method is borne out by the debates in the Constitutional Convention. More
fundamental, however, is the fact that neither constitution nor legislation can qualify a
government t o be a money issuer . As stated, money issuing power s prings only fr om
natural law, and this law disqualifies governments. Had the Constitution makers
undertaken to invest Government with the money-issuing power, it would have had the
same enabling power as if they had declared that it should have power to regulate the
movement of the planets.

CHAPTER 5
The Hazard Ahead
Governments forbid counterfeiting, as they forbid force, yet they practice both.
Legal counterfeit blends with the genuine money supply and is indistinguishable from it. It
is, therefore, more insidious and, through sheer volume, vastly more destructive of the
power of the monetary unit than is illegal counterfeit. It inevitably manifests itself in
higher prices of goods and services. The public is bewildered by the higher prices, and it
requires but slight propaganda by the author of the inflation, the Government, to deflect
criticism onto private busines s which, in the end, is always obliged to bring the bad news
of rising prices to the people. The public does not realize that it is, in effect, indirectly
paying taxes over the merchant's counter in stead of paying them directly to the tax
collector. The Government finds this a ready way to increase taxation without being
detected.
To collect sufficient taxes to balance an extravagant budget brings citizen resistance if the
tax collection is obvious. However, inflation taxati on is not only covert; it operates by
seemingly putting a dollar into the taxpayer's pocket instead of taking one out. By lavish
counterfeit ing and spendi ng, the Govern ment incr eases the nu mber of dollars in circulati on
and thereby creates an appearance of prosperity.
We delude ourselves, moreover, if we think that deficits, or government "debts," are
deferred taxes to be paid by future generations. They are current t axes, paid not only by
the non-bondholders to the bondholders as interest, but by the bondholders themselves
through the depreciation of the purchasing power of the dollars represented by the very
securities that they h old.
Strictly speaking, there is never and there cannot be a government deficit. All government
expenses are and must be paid by taxes. What is commonly called taxes is merely that
shown in formal tax revenues, whereas the amount which is called deficit is in reality
another bracket of taxes inflation ta xes and this the
most vicious form, since it
disturbs and ultimately destroys the monetary system upon which the entire economy
depends.
Even tax-conscious persons think only of the taxes shown by government revenue
receipts. They tell us that t he United States is approaching th e danger point of a tax
collection rate that is thirt y per cent of the national income. They do not realize t hat it has
already passed beyond this point, because they do not reckon the unaccounted taxation,
actual and poten tial, through the depreciat ion of the dollar -inflation taxation. As i nflation
accelerates, the rate at which conventional taxes are levied will not be able to keep up
with the national income this despite the false dolla r prosperity floating the citizenry
into progressively higher income tax brackets. The relative percentage will decline, giving
to those who take t his narrow view t he impressi on of a decline in taxation. It i s but a fool's
paradise. Can anyone blame the politician for employing this painless way of plucking the
goose?

Under the deficit financing policy of the United States Government for the years 1941 to
1950, inclusive, the fi gures show:
Expenditures

$540 billions

Collected by Levi ed Taxation

$334 billions

Total Deficit

$206 billions

Only sixty-one per cent of the cost of government has been presented in revealed tax
levies, leavi ng unaccoun ted thirty -nine per cen t. It is unl ikely that the unaccou nted portion
will ever be presented in any future above-board tax levies. That would require a surplus
budget. Therefore, it will have to be paid through inflation taxation in the form of higher
prices over the retailer's counter.
Although we cannot isolate and identify a legally counterfeited dollar from one that is
genuine, we can determine the volu me of legal counterfeit in our total dollar supply by
deducting from the total that part which was created by all governments, i.e. national,
state and cit y, through bank "borrowing."
The forty-eigh t state governm ents have th e power to deficit f inance only to a
limited extent, because when t hey borrow, they can pledge only to pay out of tax
income and, therefore, soon reach their borrowing limit. The federal Government,
on the other h and, can create an unlimit ed amount of debt be cause it does not
have to pay out of income; it can pay by its power to issue "money." Hence the
federal "debt" is not a debt in the true sense of the word. It is a promise to pay in
terms of its own promise. The obligations of other political divisions are promises to
pay in terms of the federal government's paper, which is not in their control, and
therefore these are real debts.
TABLE 3
DOLLARS AND DEBTS JUNE 30, 1950
(All figures in $ Billions)
TOTAL FEDERAL DEBT
TOTAL STATE, CITY, and LOCAL DEBT

257
24
281

TOTAL DOLLAR SUPPLY
CURRENCY

27

DEPOSITS

148
175

TOTAL BANK-HELD FEDERAL DEBT
(1/3 of Total Federal Debt)
TOTAL BANK-HELD STATE, CITY,
and LOCAL DEBT
(Estimated at 1/3 of Total)

84

8
92

TOTAL COUNTERFEIT MONEY

92

TOTAL GENUINE MONEY

83
175

PER CENT COUNTERFEIT

52.6

Thus it may be seen in Table 3 that more than fifty per cent of today's dollar is "water"
injected by govern ment-created "dollars." But th is is not to say t hat the total supply of
counterfeit has yet manifest ed itself. Actual inflati on and potential inflation are two
different things. Prices are determined not by the total monetary unit supply relative to the
total goods supply, but rather by the amount of each that actually meet in the market.
$175 billion of federal securities are held other than by banks. All of these dollars are
being held out of the market, hoarded under the il lusion that they will grow through
savings. But even with a moderate rise in pri ces, more is lost from the principal than
accrues from interest or dividends. Gradually, this will become more and more evident to
more and more people, thus causing holders of government securities and savings deposits
to convert into goods and property. This will bring into the marke t a flood of dollars that
are now inactive.
The result ing price ris e will pinch the populati on of low and fixed in comes and thu s throw
upon the government the obligation (under the now prevalent idea that the government
owes every man a living) to issue additional counterfeit dollars. This in turn will cause
further price rises, calling for further counterfeit and so forth until the dollar is completely
extinguished.
Unfortunately, it is no longer within the government's power to avert the threatening
disaster merely by balancing the budget on t he premise that inflation t hereby "will be
arrested and prices will stabilize themselves on a new plateau." For, sooner or later, the
trend toward cashing government bonds by individuals, trusts, insurance companies,
savings institutions, etc. will set in and mount until there exists a veritable buyers' panic,
with prices rising in a runaway inflation. Let us examine what dry wood there is lying
around to feed the fire.
Each year, approximately $50 billions of governmen t bonds mature and are refunded by
new issues. This will continue as long as the holders are willing to renew. A part of this
sum is held by banks, which can always be count ed on to renew. Banks cannot lose by
inflation, since both sides of their ledgers are in terms of money and both are current.
Their assets and liabilities are both expressed in current dollars, no matter what their
power. But businessmen and consumers, who trade in and out of dollars, suffer the
attrition that the monetary unit undergoes in the interim of the turnover. They find it to
their interest, during an i nflationary rise, to keep their cash, or paper promising cash, at as
low a level as possible, and the level of their goods holding as high as possible.
Assume, now, th at of the holders of yearly matur ing governmen t securiti es, one half, or
the holders of $25 billions, should prefer cash for investment in property or goods as a
hedge against inflation. Add to this the $55 billions of savings bonds which are payable any
day that the holder sees fit to present them, and we see that there is a total of $80 billions
that is a defi nite fire h azard. Every such dollar demanded of t he governmen t that is not
covered by either surplus tax revenues or the purchase of bonds by another private
subscriber, must cause one more counterfeit dollar to be injected into the circulation.

We are thus confronted with an inflationary movement, the first in peacetime in the
history of the United States. Nothing can stop such a movement but deflation, and
deflation can only be brought about by the government. To bring about deflation, the
government must run a surplus in its budget and apply the surplus to the reduction of its
debt. Political expedience bars such a possibility. A government that has not been able to
face realities over the last two decades surely cannot now muster the courage to run the
surplus budgets needed to reduce the enormous defi cit that it has incu rred.
Realism therefore compels us to recognize that inflation will continue until the point is
reached at which the dollar will be worthless. The Government will find it much easier to
let taxation by inflation wipe out it s debt than to liquidate its debt th rough direct taxes by
running a surplus budget. The nation born under the slogan, "No taxation without
representation," is now practicing taxation by misrepresentation.
Fidelity of Contract
The destructive effect of inflation is not confined to its covert taxing power. That is only its
early manifestation. Its later destructiveness lies in its power to amend and finally to
nullify the contractual relationships upon which the social order depends. The whole
philosophy of freedom is written in the single phrase, Power to Contract. This phrase
betokens voluntary action for mutual benefit in the pursuit of self advancement. Such
cherished freedoms as freedom of press, speech and assembly and all others are collateral
to the master freedom, freedom and power to contract.
In a money economy, contracts are spoken and written in terms of the monetary unit,
which in turn is based on the compact of fidelity implicit in its issue. By violating this
fundamental compact through the issuance of counterfeit, all contracts existing in society
are altered by reason of the changed meaning of the word that expresses the monetary
unit, as, for example, the word "dollar." While a small deterioration of the unit of account
impairs contracts previously written, a runaway or total inflation actually destroys all
existing con tracts and prev ents the mak ing of new ones. Th is is because t he rate of
deterioration makes it impossible to faithfully fulfill even short-term contracts. This means
the complete destruction of commercial credit, resort to cash transactions, and, finally,
abandonment even of cash transactions in favor of simple barter.
Thus it is that under a political monetary system that permits legal counterfeiting, there
can be no such thing as fidelity of contract. Neither contracting party can guarantee t hat
the governmen t will not exe rcise its cou nterfeiti ng power, let alone e stimate th e extent of
the abuse. A government may pay lip service to personal enterprise and denounce
socialism and the police state; yet, by counterfeiting money, it robs enterprise of its
indispensable tool, fidelity of contract.
Weathering the Storm
We have seen that inflati on is epidemic and worldwide, attacking the stronger as well as
the weaker units. We have seen how far monetary deterioration has gone and how the
decline of the dollar obscures the real decline of all foreign exchange units, inasmuch as
they are all rated in terms of current dollars. We observed, too, that the United States
Government has been following the policy of transfusing blood from the strongest unit, the
dollar, to the weaker units, thereby deferring the collapse of those units but threatening
the ultimate collapse of the entire structure. To these considerations should be added still
another which, though little observed, will contribute its part to the collapse of the
international political monet ary system. This is the reserve of gold and dollars held by

foreign governments and central banks. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York reported
these reserves of gold and dollar balances, as of March 31, 1950, to be $15,690,000,000.
Russia's secret gold hoard is not included. The sole support of these reserves, including
Russia's, is the United States dollar. As the dollar declines, the value of these reserves
declines, although this is n ot realized because the weight of the metal and th e dollar
valuation ($35 per ounce) remain un changed. Thus by weakening the dollar through
inflation, the United States has been steadily diminishing the reserves of foreign nations
and promoting their ultimate bankruptcy.
This is a cold, m athematical picture of a comi ng collapse. It l acks all the c olorings of
human reactions of reason and emotion. But in reality the experience will be anything but
cold; it will be wrought and fraught with passions. Men cannot calmly watch their fortunes
fade, least of all when others are profiting by the fade-out. Broadly speaking, the entire
debtor class will benefit by the depreciation of their debts, and many men, foreseeing this,
will pile up debts as a means of thus acquiri ng property cheaply. Trust funds, visualized by
their testators as permanent, will be wiped out, and not only private individuals dependent
thereon, but educational institutions, hospitals and charity institutions will find themselves
bankrupted. Insurance companies may weather the storm, but their benefit payments will
decline to a small fraction of what the ins ured paid in, and the companies will emerge
emaciated and shrunken if, indeed, they survive at all. The Government's en tire Social
Security program and veterans' benefits will be reduced to the vanishing point, unless the
Government sees fit to increase payments as the dollar declines. But this will, of course,
only further feed the raging flames of inflation.
Many businesses, following the normal markup on costs without anticipating replacement
costs, will be wiped out, and their owners will be added to the unemployed. Social unrest
will intensify racial problems. Morality will loosen. The climate will be riotous, rebellious,
and dissolute. America will be tried as she never has been tried before.
But the whol e experience wi ll be bearable, provi ded that we can pre vent exchan ge from
breaking down. There is a way that this can be done. A new monetary unit, one that would
be immune to legal counterfeit and, hence, not subject to inflation, would permit a
complete separation between old dollar contracts and new contracts, thus permitting the
old ones to wash up in the course of inflation without disrupting current business. This is a
new inflation strategy never before tried. It would m ake it possible for the nation to go
through total inflation without chaos and all the while maintaining an orderly domestic and
foreign policy. Inflation does not destroy wealth; it merely shifts it. There are of course
many painfu l adjustment s, but the wipi ng out of a nation 's monetary un it through inflation
is in itself not calamitous, and for many it is a positive gain. Society can tolerate the
neutralization of past commitments, but the social order breaks down if there is no
common language in which new ones may be entered. A new and stable monetary unit
must be provided to serve the current busin ess of living.

CHAPTER 6
Toward a Natural Monetary System
Since money is but the mathematics of value, there is no more justification for the
nations of th e world to have separat e monetary sys tems than s eparate system s of
mathematics.
It has been said that a communist is a socialist in a hurry, to which it may be added that a
fascist is a socialist dragging his feet. They all face in the same direction. All groups,
whether they are called radicals or conservatives, progressives or reactionaries, have
turned their backs upon personal enterprise and their faces, directly or obliquely, toward
state dictatorship. All advocate state intervention in some form or degree.
Adam Smith in his political economy allocated the money power to the state, and thus he
anteceded Marx as a soc ialist. It i s his followers, u nconscious s ocialists, and not those of
Marx, who constitute the greatest peril to the social order. The Smith philosophy is taught
in all our schools and colleges, and we are all indoctrinated with it, unaware that in its
monetary concept it is antithetic to the true philosophy of personal enterprise.
The Smith and Marx philosophies are of the Old World, authoritarian. America, under the
democratic ideal, must perfect the personal enterprise system by reserving to it all three
essential factors, to wit, the means of exchange, the means of production, and the means
of distribution. In the Old World structure of the enterprise system, monetary power, the
keystone of the arch, has always been lacking, and thus the temple of personal enterprise
has never withstood the political winds and storms.
"Political economy," the gospel of the so-called free world, is an assembly of speculations
upon the behavior of man in political subjection. It offers no emancipation. It challenges no
political pres umptions, n or does it embody a fun damental conc ept of money, the lifeblood
of economy. Hence its speculations are useless, for man's behavior must of necessity differ
under a true monetary system than under a perverse one. An unnatural monetary system
begets unnatural economic manifestations.
How can a free economy work with the monetary system socialized? As the very name
suggests, political economy is an attempt to compound antitheses. The term is usually
applied to the so-called classical school founded by Adam Smith, but it can be applied just
as appropriately to the mercantilists, the physiocrats, and others that went before. All take
the socialist approach; they differ on the extent and means of political intervention, but
not on the principle. We search their literature in vain for any challenge to the basic
socialistic doctrine of political money power.
With th e modern world thu s educated to th ink in term s of the politi cal means of
accomplishment, is there hope of salvation? Professional economists do not find the
principle of separation of money and state in their textbooks, and to espouse it would
require turning somersaults in public. If salvation depended altogether on reason,
therefore, there might be none, for statism is deeply imbedded in the mores of the peoples
of the earth. But it is not solely upon the rationality of the truth that we must depend; the
irrationality of the existin g order is being demonstrated by the collapse of the political
monetary system. As we progress toward runaway world inflation and all that t hat
signifies , there will com e a public deman d for an escape whic h political action cannot
supply. Private, non-political action alone can provide a true monetary system to which the
peoples of all lands may turn for self-preservation.
A monetary system is simply a system that facilitates the money issuing powers of its
constituents and accounts for their monetary instruments. Personal enterprisers, which
term includes employees as well as employers and th e self-employed, have in their hands

all the powers for the establishment and maintenance of such a true and stable system,
while governments hold none. The substantive element of all money ever issued has been
supplied by personal enterprisers, hence it is nothing new to propose that money be issued
by them. What is new is the idea that governments be excluded from the issue power.
Governments under such a sys tem would be enabled to collect and dispense money that
had been created by personal enterprisers, and they would also be enabled to borrow such
money, but they would not be permitted to undertake the creation of money.
Whence will come this saving and liberating movement? It might come through a
worldwide effort of superstatesmen of the business and financial spheres, or it might arise,
instead, from small local action in one or several locales with the humble and modest
purpose of preserving and promoting local trade. In the former case, a world authority
would be set up with a single monetary unit and overall administration. In the latter case,
each locale would nominate its unit and govern itself until mergers brought about
unification under one unit and one administration.
Any sizable group anywhere, any day, could start a nonpolitical monetary unit and system.
There is no law against it, and no legislation need be invoked. The legal tender provision is
gratuitous wi ndow dressing, for an y monetary un it that is n ot acceptable in trade cannot
be made so by law and, if acceptable, needs none.
Since parti cipants in a personal enter prise monetary system will have to be drawn from
the established political monetary systems, its success will depend upon demonstrated
merit. By the test of competition, it will have to prove itself worthy of universal acceptance
by traders. Such a system will enjoy no monopoly privilege. It will entail no political action.
Therefore, there will be no question of majorities or minorities denying to any his right to
trade with whatever medium is preferred by him. If the system does not prove responsive
to the needs and preferences of all people, it will soon face competition from one or more
alternative systems. Because trade naturally tends to unify and to adopt a single monetary
language, one of these systems, through sheer merit, must sooner or later become
universal.
To avert the utter and complete disorder of a moneyless world, however, such a system
must come into being before the present expires through total inflation. The present
monetary units must not sink to complete worthlessness before a new unit and a true one
becomes available. Not only must we act while exchange is still operating under the
political monetary system, but we must also make it as easy as possible to exchange the
old currencies for the new. To do this, it will be necessary also th at we exchange old ideas
for new.
The Valun Universal Monetary System
The valun plan for a nonpolitical, universal monetary system represents a concrete effort
to implement a new approach to freedom. It takes its name from valun, which is the name
for any value unit that is established by a social compact of its users, who agree to bargain
with one another in terms of it.
(Dennis Riness, of Seal Beach, California, has suggested Riegel as an appropriate
name for a new, wholl y nonpolitic al monetary un it. Edit ors.)
This proposed system will not be the only one devised or tried, nor need it be the one that
ultimately prevails, but it provides a much needed starting place for thought and action.
Free competition in the marketplaces of the world will be the ultimate arbitor, as it is in all
things where free choice prevails.
The "built-in" features of the valun system have been limited to those considered
indispensable to a successfully working monetary system, leaving to experience and the

process of competition the selection of operating policies and details. The "built-in"
principles are two:
a) All governments are excluded from the issue power.
b) The power to convert check drafts into currency shall not be limited.
The first principle, being basic to the whole thesis, needs no elaboration. The second is
necessitated by the distinction made in the political monetary system between currency
money and check money, a distinction which, as we have seen, puts a purely gratuitous
hazard in the banking business. The political monetary system imposes artificial restraints
upon the bank s' ability to con vert any or all ban k deposits int o currency. Thi s is the reason
for the recurrent bank crises of the past. Bank runs forced banks to resort to clearinghouse
certificates or else fail, even though they were perfectly solvent but for the arbitrary
distinction between currency and checks. This hazard in the banking business has been
displaced in recent years by the yet greater evil of legal counterfeit. The banks have
purchased so man y government securities that there i s practically no possible deman d for
currency th at they could not meet. A tru e monetary syst em, however, must preclude not
only the major evil of counterfeiting, but the secondary evil of the business cycle as well.
Hence the provision for the full interchangeability of checks and currency.
Let us now look beyond these bare-bones features which would obtain in any successful
private enterprise monetary system, and envision how such a system actually might work
in operation.
Organization of the Valun System
The valun system would be governed on a mutual participation basis. A board of governors
would license the participating banks, and the board and member banks would be served
by a separate service organization which, like the banks, would be organized and operated
for profit. This basic structure is illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4
THE UNIVERSAL VALUN SYSTEM

The board of governors would be a non-capitalized, mutual association of participating
banks in which all members would have one vote. With the bank stocks, in turn, being held
by personal ent erprisers, the whole monetary s ystem would th us be truly of, by and for
personal enterprise. The banks would pay stipulated fees to the board, and any surplus
accruing would be redistributed among the banks in proportion to their volume of valun
business, probably with check clearances being the criterion.
The board would license new and existing banks to operate under the system, without
distinction as to nationality or the monetary unit in which the latter normally transacted
business. Valun banking would require merely a separate set of books. The operating
licenses would stipulate rules of practice and provide for periodic examinations. Through its
control of the name valun, the board would guarantee adherence to un iform standards by
all banks in the system. T he board would also aut horize the pri nting of bil ls and mint ing of
coins and provide for surveillance against counterfeiting of valun currency.
A chief responsibility of the board would be with respect to credit policy. The board could
set what it deemed to be the most conservative policy and provide therefor a minimum
percentage to be charged for loss insurance, and from there up graduations of more liberal
policies, with appropriate percentages for loss insurance for each. Thus there would be no
more need for standardizing the basis of credit in the valun system than in the present
banking system. Each bank could choose its own credit policy. The appropriate loss
insurance percentage would then be added to the check clearing charge made to the
customers. In this way, customers of the various banks would pay more or less as the
policy of their bank was less or more conservative. The insurance fund thus set up against
defaults woul d be held by the boar d, subject to draft by any bank to cover an y "loss" from
credit default.
The service organization would be a profit corporation with capital adequate to promote the
adoption of the system by banks and their depositors. In addition to negotiating licenses

for the board, it would supply the banks with checks and oth er forms required by them, as
well as any mechanical equipment desired. It would also supply valun currency in bills and
coins, as auth orized by the board. In view of the nat ional and int ernational pot entialit ies of
the valun s ystem, it can be seen that t he service organ ization would h ave the possibi lity of
becoming a very profitable enterprise, expanding both in capital and income with the
growth of the valun system.
The function of the banks would be to administer, for an appropriate service charge, the
mutual credit of their account holders. The banks would provide credit facilities for the
issuance and redemption of valuns by personal enterprisers and would clear checks and
render other appropriate banking services. There would, of course, be no interest charge
for lines of credit, since the banks would take no credit risks. Traders to one another would
extend the credit, and the banks would not be involved except as administrators.
Hence, under the valun syst em, credit would be free, but not printing, bookkeeping,
insurance and other expenses; service costs would be paid for by the account holders. The
small percentage charge stipulated by the board of governors to set up reserves against
credit "losses" might range from 1/20th to 1/10th of a percent per month. Thus the valun
system would save business the tremendous sums paid in interest under the speculative
political monetary system.
Parity Provision
As noted, each bank would adopt and pursue its own credit policy under an insurance
agreement. Hereunder a base, or minimum, premium rate would be charged, subject to
increase according to that bank's "loss," or charge-off experience, the board, of course,
reserving the right to determine what constituted a charge-off. Under this arrangement, all
valuns issued through all banks would be of equal validity. The insurance rate would
compensate for all charge-offs, and the cost of insurance would be reflected in the charges
for banking serv ices. Thus, n o matter how many banks were auth orizing the i ssuance of
valuns, nor wherever in the world their borrower-issuers might be, there could be no
variation in the worth of valuns.
In other words, every issuer of valuns would be practically underwritten by the account
holders of his bank, through the provision of reserve percentages adjusted to the "loss"
experience of eac h bank. The board of gove rnors might, f or example, set a me dian rate of
1/10th of one percent per month on debit balances, and then raise or lower this rate in
accordance with the experience of each bank. Since these reserve percentages would
affect the service charges of each bank, competition among banks would tend to deter
laxness in the administration of credit. This credit, it will be remembered, would be based
upon the debtor's potentiality of placing in the market, at the market price, the commodity
or service that he dealt in, and not any specific, price-pegged commodity.
This insurance feature mi ght better be called the parity provision. Unl ike the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, its purpose would not be to insure depositors against
default of the banks, but rather to preserve the parity of valun issues emitted through the
various banks.
How much money might the banks permit each issuer to issue? As much as he could
redeem, which means, as much as he might need to get a turnover in his business. This,
admittedly, would vary with different lines. All lines, taken together, average about four
turnovers a year. Thus, roughly speaking, business would need an issue power sufficient to
span three months. This questi on will be dealt with more fully un der "Credit Limits" below.
There would be no need for valun currency at first, because all existing currencies would
be purchasable with valun checks at the going rate of exchange. When these currencies
became so depreciated as to be inconvenient to use, then valun currency in bills and coins

would be made available. These bills and coins would be uniform the world over and would
be made of the cheapest serviceable material, without any suggestion of intrinsic value.
Such currency would bear the certif ication of the board of governors and would be
available from banks by check requisition, its author being, of course, the check writer
from whose check it was converted.
Credit Limits
The major policy question to be resolved in valun banking would be the matter of credit
limits, i.e. how much should the enterpriser be permitted to issue (to take goods and
services out of the market) before being obliged to cancel out an equal sum (to recapture
by sales). This could be worked out on the basis of the needs of various trades and
professions, rather than passing upon the applications of each member thereof. On the
other hand, accou nt holders, onc e establishe d, might be ext ended a line of cr edit based on
a percentage of their previous year's business. This bein g done, each participant would be
authorized to draw checks against his assigned credit without giving any note or other
instrument. The credit would have no term, but would be in the nature of a call credit,
since the pledge would be to deliver value on tender of money.
Different banks would have different needs, determined by whether they were largely
agricultural, manufacturing, or mercantile. The nature of the prevailing industry and the
degree of presence of reciprocating trades would determine the need for debit balances.
For instance, a farmer who sold only once every six months or year, but who bought
continuously, would need a longer debit line than a shopkeeper whose selling was more
closely synchronized with his buying. A territory where the local product had to be
transported a considerable distance before a sale could be effected would also need more
time than one which was more integrated or self-sufficient.
The ideal issue policy would be that each customer of the bank be empowered to purchase
equivalent to his capacity to sell and to emit sufficient money within such limitation.
Whether this ideal could be determined would depend upon a solution of the problem as to
what constituted "capacity to sell," since val ue can be determined only in actual ex change
and not prospective exchange. Whether the ideal would need to be attained would depend
upon the actual requirements of the money volume and its relation to total exchangeable
wealth, of which the former can be determined only by experience and the latter can only
be estimated.
Whenever men organize, there is always th e possibility that their associati on may
disadvantage some of their number or non-associates. If a debit policy is adopted that
makes the money supply inadequate for some or all of the mem bers, the ideal that
animates the undertaking is defeated and conspiracy, in effect, exists against those
adversely affected. For the money issuing function, although it is private, can be exerted
only within the limits of the communal arrangement. There is an ideal debit policy, but it
may have to be worked out by trial and error.
Launching the Valun
The determi nation of what v alue relativ ity a monetary unit shou ld represent at the time of
its adoption is a matter of choic e. It might be the equival ent of a bushel of wheat, a bale of
cotton, a pound of bras s, or any other comm odity. On the ot her hand, it c ould be placed on
a parity with an existing political monetary unit which had attained a significance. It would
be easier, obviously, to identify a unit in the public mind by making it at the outset
equivalent to the current unit. Doubtless it was for this reason that the United States
dollar was initiated at par with the Spanish dollar. For the same reason, therefore, the
valun would be initiated at par with the United States dollar.

This does not imply constancy of parity; it merely means keynoting. All monetary units
are, in practice, established by relativity to an existing unit. The relativity thereafter is
subject to the i ssue policy gove rning each. H ence the val un would have an initial v alue of
one dollar, which would be equal to t he power of the doll ar on the day of th e valun's
launchin g. Thereafter, it would be entire ly dissociate d from the dollar an d independent of
any subsequent fluctuations in value that the dollar might have.
Existin g banks presumab ly could open val un departmen ts without legal difficu lty or
political embarrassment, since under the valun system, they would extend no credit and
therefore take no risks. Banks would merely administer the credit extended by the account
holders to one another. A large bank such as the National City Bank could make the valun
plan a world system overnight by offering it from all its far-flung branches.
The actual launching of the valun might be accomplished by enlisting a number of business
concerns to pay their bills with valdol checks, which would offer the pay ee the option of
accepting paym ent in valu ns or dollars. The p urpose of this wou ld be to establis h parity for
the init ial valun i ssues. It is ex pected that su fficient ac ceptances woul d be had that, from
that point on, there would be a money exchange market for valuns in terms of dollars.
After this, the free money market would be the guide to the values of the respective units
and would govern the number of valuns required to pay for bills rendered in dollars.
The participating banks would open valdol accounts upon request, against which the
holders could draw valdol checks. The valdol account would honor the payee's preference
of payment in either valu ns or dollars or both. I n the case of a sh ortage of either v aluns or
dollars in an account, and there being an adequate balance of th e other, the bank would be
authorized to sell a sufficient amount of the long unit on the money market to offset the
deficit in the short unit.
Valdol checks are proposed merely as an initial expedient. They would give non-valun
account holders the option of accepting either valuns or dollars. Because of this option,
these checks would be usable by participating banks in payment of any bill. This would
extend invitations far and wide to others to become members of the valun system.
Between valun account holders, however, such a form would not be needed, and a singleunit valun check would be used.
The face of the valdol check would carry spaces for the tender of either valuns or dollars,
or half in each, and a place for the payee to state his preference and to add his signature.
For the information of the recipient, the back of the check would carry the following notice:
After stating your preference and signing on the face of this check, deposit in the
regular way if your bank carries valdol accounts. If it does not, write your name and
address here (space) and mail to us (name and address of issuing bank). We will
immediatel y send signat ure card and, upon r eceipt there of, will mail you a valdol
checkbook.
Thus prospective valdol account holders, no matter where located, could bank by mail
should there be no valdol bank in their locale.
The Money Exchange Market
All political monetary units are inflated and growing more so. There is no sound unit to
which uneasy money can take fligh t. As inflation progresses, many will flee from th e dollar
into property, but it is exchange that produces income, and not the holding of property
static. As the many retreat into a static situation, the volume of product will drop, thus
aggravating the general inflation problem. The t rue and ideal accomplishment in an
inflationary movement, for the individual as well as for society as a whole, is to keep active
in exchange and thus produce income. Yet in order to continue in business without grave

hazard, one must switch his exchange commitments to a stable monetary unit and convert
his reserves and working capital to such a unit.
The valun, having no inflationary element and being secure against any, would naturally
be desired by both the holders of idle funds and by active businesses that wanted to avoid
the destruction of capital and profits. Since no valun could be issued except by a producer
in the market, no inflationary units could enter into circulation, and the unit would remain
stable. The valun user, therefore, would escape the storm; he would not be tossed about
on a sea of confused costs and prices. Through the money quotations of the spot market,
current remittances could be determined by translating dollar obligations into valuns.
Through the futures market, manufacturers, importers, and exporters would be enabled to
hedge against the inflationary decline of all national monetary units.
One of the most vexing problems of business is the difficulty of adjusting wages to the
decline of the monetary unit. These troubles would be eliminated by employers paying
wages with valdol checks. The employee would have his salary or wage stated on his check
in both valuns and its equivalent in current dollars. Moreover, given the option to receive
their pay in valuns, labor woul d not have to stri ke for cost-of-liv ing raises. As i nflation
raised the dollar cost of living, each valun would purchase an additional corresponding
amount of dollar currency.
With the exception of those who had joined the val un system and who thus, by mutu al
consent, were using the valun, pricing and billing at the outset would be in dollars. As the
system spread, however, more and more business would be initiated in terms of valuns,
first by manufacturers, then by wholesalers, and finally by retailers.
Once the valun system had started in the United States and the international money
market had begun valun trading, check forms appropriate to the currencies of other
nations, such as valmark, valpound, valfranc, etc., would be provided. As stated, between
valun account holders, valun checks would be used for international as well as domestic
payments.
As valun banking spread in this manner, the implications for world trade would be farreaching. Si nce the valu n would be a uni versal unit , it would be as mu ch domestic t o a
nation as would be the unit of that nation. It would be issuable by the citizens of any
nation, either through an internal bank or through one beyond the national boundaries.
Thus the present obstructions to international monetary exchange would be removed. With
monetary exchange operating internally between the national unit and the valun, the
limitations on exchange between national units would no longer be restrictive of trade.
Exporters and importers could operate with valuns. The val un would thus ameliorate trade
restraints e ven if the national restrictions upon exchange between national units
continued.
For these various reasons, therefore, it is believed that the valun would immediately take
its place in the world as the monetary criterion, that the dollar would sell at a discount in
valuns, and that all other units would be affected in relation to their dollar exchange value.
Universal Li quidation
It might seem impossible to liquidate the extant astronomical numbers of units of money
by means of valuns, a unit that would have to start from scratch and that, at the outset,
would be infinitesimal in volume. But the problem seems otherwise when we remember
that money springs out of exchange, and not vice versa.
If the seller stipulates the unit that a transaction is to be expressed in, the buyer must
provide payment accordingly. If he has bank credit in the stipulated unit, he creates the
desired units. If he does not have the required bank credit in the unit stipulated, he uses

available funds to buy the desired unit. Any unit that is not entirely worthless will buy any
other unit at the market price.
Thus, demand for valuns would always be met by supply, either by bank credit in the
purchase of goods or services, or by purchase of existing valuns by conversion from other
units. As demand for valun bank credit i ncreased, so would facilities therefor, either by
expansion into a wider territory by the banks that already offered valun credit, or by new
banks nearer to the locale of demand.
By the same token, the supply of valuns would never exceed demand, even though there
would be no credit limitations imposed upon member banks. The banks would be free to
use their discretion, with the sole proviso that their parity insurance rate would be upped
or lowered in accord with their loss experience. But with the freedom allowed valun bank
credit, one must not visualize an irresponsible surfeit of valuns, for money can be issued
only when it is bought in to existence by a seller. To estab lish bank cr edit does not
constitut e issue. Issu e is not effect ed until a te nder has been acc epted in exch ange for
value. In other words, money, to be issued, must be bought into circulation either with
goods or services or by delivery of money of another name, which, being money, is a claim
for goods or services. No issuer will issue money except for market value, and each, in
turn, is under necessity of bidding for it to remain in business. Thus would the competitive
system tend to maintain the parity of the valun unit both during and after liquidation of all
political monetary units.
When May the Valun be Expect ed?
To put the val un theory in to practice, it is not necess ary to expand the number of
theorists. It is no more necessary for men generally to understand the science of money
than it is for them to understand the science of any other utility. Given a sufficient number
of traders to participate initially, it will take only a few directing individuals to put the
system into operation. These numbers of traders are as indispensable as the few theorists,
however. One might understand the theory of baseball, be familiar with all the rules, have
the diamond, the bats, the balls and gloves, but there would be no game until there were
eighteen participants nine on a side. L ikewise there must be many times nine buyers
and an equal number of sellers before the game of exchange can be played.
The simile may not seem a good one because the players of ball must be experts, while to
predicate exchange upon expert participants would seem to be hopeless. Expertness in
monetary exchange, however, does not imply comprehension of the theory of money. It
means expertness in making up one's mind on what is wanted and what it is worth. Every
person has this expertness. However much we may hear of super-scientific money
management, there is no money management , just as there is no money creation, except
by the buyer. Money management means spending for self gain, nothing more and nothing
less.
To whom shall we look to start the valun? We must look to employers, for as we have
seen, it is the buyer and not the seller who creates money. The common man begins his
exchange activities by selling his services. He must do this to live, since he cannot apply
his services directly to fashioning all his necessities. His psychology is really a buying
psychology, since his selling is but the means of his buying. He visualizes the things he
needs or desires, and hence, mentally buys before he sells, but chronologically he sells
before he buys. The bit of paper or metal that intervenes between the sale of his services
and the purchases of his wants, he calls money if it works. He gives no further thought
to the matter.
The first buyer in the chain of exchange is the employer. Therefore we must look to
employers to start the valun, and employees have the right to expect it to be trustworthy.
Employees wil l repose confiden ce in what emp loyers profess to be an honest mediu m of

exchange, and t hey will un derwrite that medium with the basic comm odity, the moth er of
all wealth, namely brain and brawn and sweat. If no one cheats
and in the valun
system no one could cheat the curren cy will circulate freely with out popular
understanding of the theory of its being. Let us understand clearly, therefore, that while
we need numbers, we do not need understanding num bers. We need no educational
crusade. We need but to comprehend the simple acquisitive instincts and how to serve
them.

CHAPTER 7
Credit and Banking Under Monetary Freedom
The natural law governing m onetary exchan ge must be adhered to by all, but upon whom
does the right and duty to invoke this law fall?
["The phrase 'right and duty' of each member to consume seems to justify the
introduction of a moral factor which I wish to disclaim. On the other hand, it does
not seem to me t o be the funct ion of a true exch ange system t o bias itself i n favor
of capital accumulation or in favor of anythin g except free exchange. Capital
formation must justify itself as must also money saving. There is nothing in the
valun idea to i mpede or promote eit her." E. C. Riegel, in a letter to Raymond J.
McNally Editors. ]
The answer to th is question is all importa nt. Money is poten tially th e perfect mediu m of
democracy, as will be elaborated in the next chapter. But it will be a limited democracy if
money cannot be issued by all who qualify. If those who want money and are willing and
able to return value to the market for it are restrained from creating that money, the
functioning of exchange democracy will be i mpaired.
The process of money creation and retirement must go on unimpeded if exchange is to
fulfill its function in society. While the use of money benefits both buyer and seller, the
responsibility for creating it falls entirely upon the buyer. If the prospective buyer remains
away from the market for lack of money, the reciprocal good that he could do by creating
money turns into a reciprocal ill, hurting the potential seller as well as himself.
The buyer who merely buys with money in hand, i.e. does not create money, is but a
passive supporter of the exchange system. He is a reactor to the stimuli supplied by those
who originated the money he spends. It is true, of course, that there must be a greater
number of react ors than actors, be cause every is sue of money passe s through a nu mber of
hands (transactions) before it returns to the issuer and is retired thereby. It is likewise
true that those who have money cannot issue money, because to issue money, one must
be without it.
We can comprehend the issuance and retirement of money by visualizing a red-ink bottle
from which money flows, and a black-ink bottle into whic h it is retired destroyed.
Money can only flow out of red ink; black ink is sterile. Persons in the black vis-àà-vis the
banks are powerless to issue money to supply the dynamics of trade. The red-inkers are
the dynamos of business. The black-inker may be ever so wealthy, yet he can do nothing
to give lifeblood to exchange. The black-inker, if he ever was an issuer, is now sterile.
When we realize this, we develop a favorable attitude toward credit. Since money is the
lifeblood of business, and only the impecunious can supply this vital element through bank
loans, it is adverse to the social welfare to put bars against the borrower.
Those who have money are, to the extent of the sum thereof, creditors of the market, i.e.
they have, as evidenced by their black-ink balance, delivered more to the market than
they have received, and are in position at any time to requisition values from the market.
In other words, they own units of value that are not in their possession but which they are
able to requisition at any time. To thus accumulate property without actually possessing it
is one of the tremendous benefits of monetary exchange, because it makes possible the
saving of values without materializing them and subjecting them to deterioration and
obsolescence. In the market these values are always being turned over and the supply
kept fresh.
This constant freshness is available to the money accumulator only because there are
others who are in the red to the market, i.e. are taking out of the market with the purpose

of later bringing fresh production into the market. Black ink exists only because of red ink.
Red ink is the sower; black ink is the reaper. Bless the red inker. The greater his number
the sounder and safer is the economy.
Since every red-ink entry produces a black-ink entry or a diminished red-ink balance it is,
of course, not possib le for all ente rprisers to exert money credit at the same tim e. It is not
even necessary that there be as many money issuers as money holders, because each
issue initiates a number of purchase and sale transactions before it gets back to the issuer
and is retired. But the starters of these monetary circles should potentially include every
personal enterpriser. If the economy is to be kept fully responsive to purchase stimuli, the
power of money issuance must be exerted by everyone who has need thereof.
Every man having something to sell must be able to buy and, if need be, to issue money to
start the exchange. One of the virtues of money, if indeed not the greatest, is the
generally unrecognized fact that it acts as a boomerang. To buy is to cause someone to
sell, and to sell is to be transformed thereby into a potenti al purchaser. Therefore, by
buying from others we create buying power for our own wares or services. In other words,
by buying from others, we indir ectly buy from ourselves, whi ch is to say, we empl oy
ourselves. Should we, by shortsighted credit practices, veto the right of any man to
employ himse lf? Must th e personal ente rprise system be hamstrun g by our ignorance of
the reciprocity of buying and sellin g?
Since buying and selling are reciprocals, it follows that not to buy for lack of money is to
deny another the opportunity to sell. To quit bu ying because unemployed is to drag
someone else into unemployment. Thus a vicious circle is created by the first market
boycotter, since the reaction to his negative action is to take another buyer out of the
market and thus diminish further the demand for labor services. The function of money is
to bridge the gap between buying and selling, and this bridge can be erected only by the
buyer. The would-be buyer who is unwilling to build the bridge, therefore, is not fulfilling
his function in exch ange. Under the political monetary system and the conventional
attitude of the banker toward the small tradesman and employee, this failure has largely
been due to disbarment.
The obvious maldistribution of benefits derived from the operation of capitalism is due to
the malfunctioning of the political monetary system. This system not only permits the
state to inject unlimited numbers of spurious monetary units into the money circulation; it
also limits the true issue of money. It is not enough, therefore, to eliminate the counterfeit
issues by the state. Inequalities in the issue power of money must be abolished as well.
For disequili brium of monet ary power leads inev itably to dise quilibriu m in the dis tribution
of the wealth created. The banking system must not carry into the personal enterprise
monetary system the concepts of creditworthiness prevailing under the political.
Having evolved from pawnbroking, the banker has used wealth as the criterion of credit;
the propertied alone being regarded as good "risks." He has been retrospective, whereas
money is the instrumentality of the prospective. His attitude has been aristocratic,
whereas exchange is democratic. He favors seniority, whereas the dynamic force abides
with the jun iors. He caters t o bigness, which in the aggregat e is smaller t han the sum of
all small business interests. He rates high the materialized and low the potential.
The banker has been so dominate d by the state an d so intimida ted by the cons ciousness of
hazards in the political monetary system that he has functioned more as a subject of the
state than as an agency of personal enterprise. So far as he shall operate under the
nonpolitical monetary system, however, he will be oriented completely away from the
state, with freedom to serve society according to his own judgment. He will acquire a new
consciousness of his place and function in the economy. He is destined to be the
equilibrator of capitalism.

Under the valun system, or an equivalent system of personal enterprise money, the banker
will be free of all restrictive regulations, all stipulation as to capital, surplus, and profits. He
will determine his own credit policy and will go as far as he chooses in approaching the
fundamental ideas herein discu ssed. Some bankers will approach them more nearly than
others, and thus competition will be the ultimate determinant of the prevailing practice.
The idea that the banker is a credit "grantor" will be dispelled, and with it will go the idea
that he creates money. As was noted earlier, to mark a figure, called a "loan," on the
banker's books is not an act of credit and, of course, does not constitute a money issue. It
merely puts the "borrower" in the way of getting credit from the market at large. The
credit, and therefore the money, does not arise until the 'borrower'-buyer purchases
something from a seller, and then the credit exists between the buyer and society. In
other words, so-called banking credit is social credit. The banker is but the bookkeeper and
administrator.
Inasmuch as banking "credit" is social credit, its incidence and volume must be determined
by the interests of society. Is it not in the interest of society that exchange be facilitated
as fully as possible? To deny the would-be 'borrower'-buyer access to the market is to deny
the prospective sellers the opportunity of making sales, and this limits, in turn, the buying
of such prospective sellers a
vicious circle.
No banker can be wise enough to judge the potential of a would-be 'borrower'-buyer to
redeem his money issue by subsequent sales. That can be determined only in the
exchange process of the market. If and when the m arket refuses to accept the goods or
services of the 'borrower'-buyer, a "loss" will appear on the banker's books which will have
to be absorbed, not by the banker, but by his customers, since all costs of banking service
must be borne by the customers. Such "loss," being accountable, will stand out like a sore
thumb. But the loss to society resulting from a refusal by the banker to admit to the
market the appl icant for credi t, though un accountable, i s far more serious . The first of
many consequences is that the rejected applicant becomes a potential object for charity,
either private or public, and his support is either contributed voluntarily by society or,
through taxat ion, by the "welf are state."
When we contemplate the jams that occur in the distribution of commodities, moreover,
and the large advertising and selling effort needed to overcome them, we realize what a
cost is incurred by the economy for lack of an adequate money supply, adequately
distributed. If we distribute buyi ng power adequately, the products of industry will be
drawn by the buyer rather than having to be pushed by the seller. With the equitable
distribution of the money power, the distribution of goods and services will no longer be a
problem.
It is said that two out of three business enterprises fail in the first two years. Such a
shocking record must be due in large measure to the inability of such enterprises to buy
and to benefit from the buying of others who are likewise limited. If two out of three
business enterprises die before their third year because they are beneath the notice of the
banker, is it any wonder that capitalism appears to be a rich man's game, and th at by
failing to nurture new enterprises it strikes at its own generative process? Does not this
exclusion s hunt the would-be enterpr iser into th e labor market, th us making com petition
therein excessive while curbing competition among the surviving businesses?
Equity between the price of labor and the price of goods and services cannot be attained
unless there is ease of entry from one sphere into the other. Whenever inequity appears in
either sphere, it must be readily adjusted by the employee going into business or the
businessman retiring to th e employee sphere. This automatic adjustment m ust not be
impeded by bank credit policy.

The dignity of man requires justice, not charity. Capitalism must operate for all members
of society who bring values to the market. There must be no ostracism. When the
applicant for banking credit conceives a marketing plan, the banker is confronted with the
option of acting as midwife or abortionist. The impersonal experience of the market should
be his only guide as to whether, and at what point, such a would-be money issuer should
be barred from bank credit.
The money creat or is the self s tarter or spark plu g of exchange. Hi s issue start s a chain of
exchange, and it is doubtful whether h is failure to retire his issue by sal es could be as
harmful to t he economy as hi s exclusion from bank credit . The economy is de pendent upon
the initiation of exchange by money creators, and it is manifest that it is better that there
should be many such with small issues, than few with large issues. It i s also patent that
the unempl oyed man can do more h arm to the econom y by not buyin g, than by buyi ng on
bank credit, even though his credit remains unliquidated. By the latter process, he isolates
the germ of unemployment; by the former, he renders it epidemic.
If capitalism is to be equilibrated and rendered equitable, it must be at the point where the
banker functions, and this point is so critical, that the banker must be free to submit
himself to the impersonal judgment of the market rather than acting ex cathedra as he is
compelled to do under the present system. Under a natural monetary system, the banker,
divorced from poli tics and free t o determine h is own credit pol icy, will arri ve by the aid of
competition at the happy median where the profits from increased business counterbalance
his charge-offs. At that point he will become the equilibrator of capitalism, and capitalism
will be universally acclaimed.

CHAPTER 8
Omnibus Reform
There are no tyr ants among men ; there are only tyrannies, an d the mother of
tyrannies is money monopoly.
The launching of a nonpolitical, universal monetary system will mark the beginning of a
revolution in its most consummate sense. Figuratively speaking, it will reverse the world
upon its axis. Just as the political monetary system trends power toward the state, so the
system based on true money will release the natural forces that trend society toward
private initiative, enterprise and democracy. Pending this fundamental reversal, all
resistance to statism is futile. As long as the only available monetary system is political,
exchange, that process by which the social order functions, will never accomplish its
natural purpose, the development of prosperity and freedom.
To rely on educat ion to reverse th e present tren d toward statism shows a want of
comprehension of the naturalness of personal enterprise. No one needs to be educated in
private initiative and enterprise. These qualities arise spontaneously. All that is needed is
that the counterfeiti ng power of the state, which robs productive effort and rewards
parasitism, be removed. The various educational efforts to propagate personal enterprise
are worse than wasted, because they imply that but for propaganda and indoctrination,
personal enterprise would be overwhelmed by state-sponsored systems. In reality, it is the
tax-supported institutions that are artificial and that must, therefore, conduct crusades to
proselytize supporters to their cause. Under the present political monetary system,
personal enterprise cannot be saved by propaganda. Freed from the perversion of that
system, it will need none.
The appeal of the welfare state lies in its seductive promise of wealth with the least
possible effort. That, under the illusory system of the welfare state, the benefits to some
are the loot of others, is beside the point. The beneficiaries may not realize this, or,
realizing it , may argue that it operates in t heir favor rath er than agains t them. We can not
stop this pern icious robbery of t he industr ious and reward of th e indolent by attacking it on
the reward side. E very benefici ary is aware of his be nefits and i s grateful for t hem. As for
those robbed, there is complete bewilderment as to the cause of the ir loss. However, we
would not accomplish anything but rebellion against the state if we made it clear to all the
Peters that they are being robbed for the benefit of the Pauls. The cause of the injustice is
political, but the remedy is not.
The trouble has arisen from the failure of personal enterprisers to provide a sound
monetary system of, by, and for personal enterprise. In their default , the state has
contrived a socialized system. We are neither groun ded in the philosophy of personal
enterprise nor intelligently opposed to socialism, if we do not realize that a socialized
monetary system must generate sociali sm. If, realizing it, we continue to tolerate it , we
forfeit our right to complain against the inevitable trend toward statism. But even if we are
opposed to the mother of socialism as well as her whelps, it is not words, but works, that
are called for. Sooner or later we must institute a nonpolitical monetary system.
Through its deficit spending policy, the state has begun its acquisition of control. Unless
this be halt ed, all reform is u seless, all ide alizing vain . Indeed, so subvert ed have men's
minds become under the influence of the state's seemingly unlimited power that reformers
almost universally turn to political rather than economic means of reform. Thus their

reform efforts ef fected throu gh political action actual ly salute an d strengthen the generator
of the evils against which th e reforms are directed.
Vindicating the Democratic I deal
No reform that in vokes the power of th e state can be pred icated on democrac y. The state's
profession of being an instrument of democracy is pure sham. It is inherently exploitative
and autocratic, because it has no means of invoking support by appeal to voluntary
patronage. It lives by taxation and functions by edict. To regard the state as the
implement of democracy, when it is itself anti-democratic, is surely the most consummate
delusion of man. This delusion deepens as the state expands its means of robbing industry
through the insidious process of issuing counterfeit money, which gives the state the
appearance of being a generator of wealth, provider of welfare, and guarantor of security.
Conversely, as the state's prestige is increased by thi s deceptive device, that of personal
enterprise declines, and business becomes the culprit for all the ills of society. The extent
to which this idea of the benign state and the malign business community prevails among
would-be reformers can be seen in the frequent "pass-a-law" provisions that occur in their
proposals. These laws are usually directed against business and prosecuted by the
presumed defender of justice, government. Let us have done with the idea that democracy
can reside in , or operate through , the state; not hing can be dem ocratic that i s not
dependent upon voluntary patronage.
Instead of expanding state activities, they must be contracted. To what extent the state
should be reduced cannot be determined in theory. We must first free personal enterprise
through a nonpolitical monetary syst em and give it an opportunity to show how far it can
go in taking over the activities of local, state, and national governments. In this way will
the activities of the various governmental entities be brought from a tax-supported basis
into the sphere of personal enterprise, with its attendant competition and voluntary
payment for services rendered.
Thus the ultimate domestication of government will be accomplished only as, and in the
degree to which, personal enterprise is prepared to render community services on an
optional basis and at competitive prices. For there is profit in rendering service, and the
boundaries of private and public service are not fixed. The extent to which private
enterprise may absorb so-called public services depends solely upon the vision and
initiati ve of enterpris ers. Spencer He ath has already developed an impr essive body of
thought dir ected toward just s uch ends. Su ch worthy aims , however, await the liberation
of personal enterprise from the political monetary system. Only then shall we be able to
reverse the present trend and begin whittling down the sphere of the state by enlarging
that of personal enterprise.
The state pres ently rende rs disservice s as well as servi ces, and the ci tizen must pay for
both, either by open taxation or by hidden taxation in the inflated prices he pays for the
things he buys. Once the state is denied its power to impose taxes by watering the money
stream and is confronted with an aggressive personal enterprise movement that will take
over services for which there is actual demand, its disservices will be recognized as such
simply becau se personal ent erprise will m ake no bid for them . Public resist ance to taxation
will then dispose of them.
Exchange, served by a true monetary system, is a constant reform mechanism. It is the
sifter of proposals and projects, the natural mechanism whereby all undertakings are
measured for public approval. Its constituency votes early and often, making change and

progress facile. Served by an unbiased monetary system, it will be the perfect instrument
of democracy. Here will democracy function, vindicating its ideal.

CHAPTER 9
Economic Democracy
Rising from tiny springs of rebellion in the consciousness of primitive men, democracy, like
an ever expandi ng river, deepen ing and wideni ng, has swept asi de all the anc ient forms of
political government, and with them their pretenses of divine power and aristocratic
preference. It s traditional service to hu manity, howev er, has been only that of a negator of
tyranny and presumption in the political sphere. In the future, it will be recognized and
acclaimed for its more positive service in the economic sphere.
Under the constant challenge of democracy, the modern state has abandoned its former
attitude of arrogance and now cloaks its undertakings in such flattering phrases as
"democratic government," "rule of the people," "equality," "welfare state," and so on.
These pretenses have been forced upon the state by the very failure of democracy as yet
to assume a positive role in the affairs of mankin d. The state is a positive organ and, as
such, retains the initiative and leadership to which the people must turn for the "remedy"
of this ill or that. Though the state is impotent to do mor e than chang e one economic il l for
another, we cannot blame the demagogy of politicians for promising salvation from all the
ills of mankind. This must continue, and the people must go on suffering under the
delusion that they can resort to the political means of salvation, until an agency
functioning through t he economic means is supplied.
The ultimate accomplishment of democracy in the political sphere is the perfection of the
rule of the majori ty. If this be all that democ racy can deliv er to society, th e game is not
worth the candle. It is little comfort to the individual, striving to express his personality, to
know that democracy has wrested government from the hands of a few and placed it in the
hands of a majority. Human aspirations for freedom can never be gratified as long as there
is a veto power over self expression, whether imposed by a man on horseback or by means
of the ballot box.
Yet the democratic state has no means of fun ctioning other than by popular electi ons. That
being so, the functions of the state must be limited to those public services that are
desired by all. Consider the folly of undertaking to express th e people's will in all human
affairs by an occasional election at which, in one confused shout, we sound our yeas and
nays on a multitude of questions. At the same time, we select representatives to guess
what it all means, and to divine from it how to execut e our will on hundreds of issues that
arise after we have given our confused "mandate." Is not our boasted political equality but
the equality of frustration? Can we have self-government and at the same time delegate
the power to govern? Are we indeed fit for self-government if we accept these delusive
exercises as the processes of democracy? Can democracy offer nothing better?
Turn, now, from th is sham democrat ic process offered by the state, wit h all its tr appings of
majesty, power, ritu alism and fut ility, to a sph ere in which real democratic expression
obtains so
far as the state does not stultify it. This sphere of democracy has a true
balloting system, whereunder every ballot is the clear and irrevocable mandate of the
buyer through which he expresses his will, his aspirations, his freedom, and his
personality. In this balloting system, elections are held every hour of every day. Its voting
booths are the market places of the world, its candidates, the goods and services offered
by competing vendors. In this balloting system there is no tyranny by the majority. Every
voter wins the election. Whether he chooses the blue label, or the red, or the green, no
one is denied his choice. Here every man is a kin g, and the economic constituency is m ade
up of sovereigns in cooperation.

This voting system is the elective process over which the house of economic democracy
must assert its exclusive sovereignty. It dispenses with the legislative process, for it is
governed not by man-made laws but by a natural law that cann ot be broken or biased by
any man. This law, which provides absolute equity, is the natural law of competition, or,
better, the law of cooperation, since it automatically rewards him who cooperates and
withholds rewards from him who does not. The house of economic democracy requires no
constitution and no executive or judicial mechanisms. These powers reside in the buyer,
who exercises them by the simple criterion of self interest. As the whole consists of its
parts, so the exercise of these powers by buyers in endless variety and circumstance
compounds the social order in perfection.
Every power of the state must arise either by delegation from the citizen or by usurpation.
If we but give the matter a little independent thought, we can see that the money power
can neither be delegated to the state as agent, nor exerted by it as principal. It can reside
only in the same place where resides the productive power, and can be exerted only in
association with the bargaining power. These powers belong not to the government, but to
the individual, for he alone can produce wealth, and he alone can express selectivity and
exercise bargaining power in the market place. Professed money springing from any other
source is pure counterfeit. It is a menace to the social order, which is utterly dependent
upon the functioning of true money.
We all know that the rise in m en's living standards from primitive times to the present has
come about through the specialization of labor, which is made possible by exchange, and
that this in turn has been facilitated by the use of money. But do we realize that, without
the guidance of the money-pricing sys tem, we would lack all cue as to what products we
should apply our specialized labors to? Production and exchange constitute a vast
cooperative syst em wherein t he cooperators are most ly strangers an d usually rem ote from
one another. Most of c ivilized man 's energies are dev oted to the product ion of things for
which he as an individual has no direct use. His only way of knowing that some other
individuals have use for his product is by the reaction of the market to his product in the
form of a money price. The money-pricing system is the antenna of exchange, constantly
keeping the cooperative mechanism responsive to demand and supply, by bringing
together those buyers and sellers who at any given moment have mutual interests and
in the process regrouping and realigning those interests.
As we pass money from hand to hand, we give little thought to the delicate precision with
which it preserves the equity of economic democracy and advances the social order. Every
transfer of money registers an impulse on the market that changes the price of some
commodity or commodities. These registered prices give the signal for more or less
production of the commodities affected, thus keeping human energy, which is the
generator of all values, intelligently applied. This readjustment is in progress every
moment of the day and night. This is the dynamics of social progress, constantly rewarding
the efforts of those who conserve human energy and remain responsive to the buyer's will,
and punishing those who do not. If there can be omniscience on earth, here it abides, and
it is this all-seeing ey e that politi cal planners would sacrific e for the blin d directions of
bureaucracies.
It is through the preservation and perfection of the monetary system that economic
democracy will demonstrate its potential for human welfare. In this way it will avert the
disaster that is now threate ned by the att empt of the st ate to exercise a powe r it cannot
command. The challenge is by no means difficult if we ignore the jumble of complexities
that have been written about money. Let us forget the false premise of political money
power. Let us endeavor neither to reconcile the irreconcilable, nor by some protective

device to legitimize the illegitimate. The establishment of a nonpolitical monetary system
is but an undertaking in accountancy.
In renouncing the political money idea, we abandon the idea of monetary nationalism.
Trade is homogene ous; it knows no n ationality , race, color, creed, or caste. More over, a
truth is u niversal. On ce a monetary sci ence develops, it will no more be loca lized or
nationalized than mathematics is today. There opens before the mind, therefore, the
prospect of a univ ersal monetary unit and sys tem that wil l operate withou t regard for
political boundaries. It will have no nationality or politics. None will be coerced to
participate. None will be barred. There will be but one monetary language for the world,
and a democratic m onetary syste m will uni te people everywh ere in the u niversal fre edom
of exchange.

CHAPTER 10
New Vistas
Ideas have wings. There is no transportation problem in the export of an idea, and
one may give an idea without losing it. Both the giver and the receiver are
benefited if the idea is sou nd. Let us give t he peoples of the wor ld an idea, a
liberating idea, a constructive idea that involves no sacrifice on our part and no
obligation or embarrassment on the part of others.
The social interest is served by the abolition of boundaries. Just as it is imprudent for the
family to strive for self-sufficiency and deny itself the advantage of specialization and
exchange, so it is adverse to the social interest to be walled about by political boundaries.
Yet this adverse condition grows with the ever-increasing number of nations, each of which
strives for self-sufficiency, balking the economic law of interdependence.
The comparativ e success of th e American fe deration of stat es is due largel y to its denial of
nationalism to the individual states. None of the states of this union has the power to set
up trade barriers , make war or operate a separat e monetary syst em. But for th is curbing of
nationalism, America would be another Europe. If the forty-eight states were independent
nations, each would undertak e to be self-suff icient, th us counteri ng the advant ages of
specialization and, through the war-making power, burdening itself with costly military
establishments. The example of the United States demonstrates that the less nationalism
over a given area, the better for the citizens thereof.
While the United States has continuously extended the area of non-nationalism from the
original thirteen states to the present forty-eight, the rest of the world has been giving
birth to separate national states, settin g up more barriers to free intercourse. Each war
brings new splinter states. The "secret" of the su ccess of the American federation has
apparently been kept from our statesmen. They hail the birth of each new nation as a
manifestation of self-determinism and democracy. Nonetheless they object to such
separation in the realm of the United States, as was amply demonstrated by the Civil War.
Independence, in politics, means the right of politicians to bracket a portion of society
under their exclusive governorship. These "independent" peoples are walled about against
intercourse with the rest of society, and denied self determination within their own realm.
All of us are prisoners of some state to which, we are told, we must give fealty under a
private brand of patriotism.
Nationalism means separatism, while all human urges, conscious and unconscious, are
toward union. Federation of states is impossible because of the jealousy of the politicians
who govern the several states. Nor would it serve the social end of self determinism if it
were possible, since the ideal of self determinism must be pursued in nonpolitical ways.
The authentic approach to realizing man's dream of world union is through the vehicle of a
nonpolitical monetary system.
We are approaching the universal collapse of the political monetary system. With such
collapse will come revolutions, unless an alternative monetary system shall first come into
existence. A true monetary system could avert the chaos and forestall revolution, thereby
preserving th e existing n ational stat es even while gradually ren dering them harmless. For
the political monetary system is the principal instrument of state separatism. Once it is
gone, all other interferences with production and exchange will recede. Denied power over
the economy through their respective monetary systems, the states will be obliged to
abandon their paternalistic pose and stand before the people in t heir true light, as
dependents without productive powers, and utterly devoid of any powers of largess. The
trend of human affairs will then be as irresistibly toward individualism and self

determination as the present trend is toward socialism and domination by the state. The
tide will have set strongly toward union and away from economic separation.
Social, political and economic schemes in great variety have been dreamed by dreamers
who fitted men into the mosaic of thei r vision. Seldom ever has it been proposed, through
an empirical system, that each man dream his own dream and let the pattern of society
work itself out.
Happiness is the objective of every life, but th e word "happiness" cannot be defined except
concretely, and then only by the one who is to experience it. Even if it were possible to
give to any man or system dictatorial powers, and they were exerted ever so benevolently,
they still could not bring happiness, because no mind outside the individual can conceive
happiness for him. The concept and the indulgence are inseparable.It is a concept of most
profound implications to envision each individual as the architect of his own happiness and
the builder of it. This is the ideal that the valun system projects. The life that it
contemplates is individualism triumphant. Of course, the valun system or its equivalent
would operate in a world of tangibles, and it is not suggested that happiness is made up
only of material things. But so far as material things or their creation can bring happiness,
a true monetary system is the tool of attainment.
Since no social order has heretofore been predicated upon the princi ple of a nonpolitical
monetary system, it follows that its promulgation will require a revolution in thought and
action and that it will be many years before its full implications can be comprehended. We
can be sure, however, that if man holds to the old concept that the power over the
issuance of money lies in some external entity, he will curb his progress. When he asserts
that the cr eation of money i s within h is own powers, he wil l surmount the last major
barrier to self advancement and a limitless horizon will open before him.

ESSAY 1

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY "DOLLARS?"
(1944)

If you have been accounting for the past thirty years (1914 1944 ), yo ur
statements have had twenty-nine different meanings, since only in the years 1928
and 1929 did the word "dollar" have the same meaning. In the years ahead, the
meaning is goi ng to be more variabl e than in th e past, because of th e drastic inf lation
that is imminent. Can there be scientific accountancy with a dollar that is
unaccount able? Can the acc ountant con tinue in his profession , either oblivi ous of or
indifferent to the changing meaning of his language-tool, the dollar?
That the subject is not being ignored by th e leaders in the profession may be
illustrat ed by the followi ng excerpts from the recent book, Financial Accounting, by
George 0. May:
Again, the monetary unit is generally assumed to be substantially constant in
value, but at times this assumption of stability has to be abandoned, with the
result that accounting conventions have to be modified. ...The sole relevance
of accounts of the past is throwing light on the prospects for the future. These
considerations have additional force where the implicit assumption that the
monetary un it remains s table is widel y at variance wi th reality as for
instance, in the case of property acquired before a decline in the purchasing
power of the monetary unit such as occurred between 19 13 and 1920. ...It has
frequently been said that the changes revealed by successive balance sheets
are more significant than the individual balance sheets themselves. ...An
appreciation of property in terms of a stable monetary unit has a different
significance from one that reflects only a decline in the value of the unit.
Perhaps the most difficult of all problems in this field is presented where a
decline in value as the re sult of use or obsol escence is ei ther accelerat ed or
offset by a change in money value due to fluctuations in the price level. The
disentanglement of the elements in such cases is essential to sound accounting
treatment.
But, is "disentanglement" possible? Another authority, Henry W. Sweeney, in his
book, Stabilized Accounting, published in 1936, seems to think it is. Mr. Sweeney
criticized the profession for dealing in "form rather than substance," and that he felt
and thought deeply on the subject may be seen from the mere quotation of chapter
headings, such as, "Where Ordinary Accounting Always Goes Wrong," "Ordinary
Accounting Procedure is Mathematically Unsound," "Ordinary Accounting Procedure is
Incomplete." He advocated adjusting the statement to the current power of the dollar
on the basis of a price index. The fly in the oin tment is the fact that there is and can
be no accurate price index, and furthermore, to use Mr. May's words, "the sole
relevance of accou nts of the past is throwing l ight on the pr ospects for the f uture."
Price indexes do not undertake to forecast, and in these days they are not even
permitted to approximate current conditions, since no merchandiser will stick his neck
out by reporting his "black market" prices. Incidentally, it should be noted how often a
black market i s the merchan diser's only devi ce for keeping "in the black."
There is no source of accurate information for appraising the current weight of the
dollar, nor is there any crystal ball into which the businessman may peer to read the
future. We can all feel the boat rocking, and we know whether she is moving toward
the crest or th e trough, but we don 't know whether the storm wil l abate or grow
worse. Nor do we know, when the sea is placid, whether storm or calm is ahead.

Is the accounting profession therefore stymied? Can it shrug its shoulders and assert
that it is no more to blame for changes in the power of the monetary unit than the
weatherman is for the weather, and get away with it? I believe not. Though the
businessm an does not expect his account ant to control t he dollar, he may , rightly or
wrongly, blame him for rendering misleading statements. To the businessman, figures
are either black or red. He is not prepared for the shocking discovery that there are
also gray figures and pink ones. To h im a figure on t he right is a rightist an d one on
the left is a leftist, and if the lefts have a majority, he relies upon his accountant to
put a red shirt on the majority. H e does not realize t hat, under th e influen ce of
changes in t he power of the doll ar, figures may ac tually cross the aisle and vote on
the other side.
When in the near future the American businessman discovers that his pride in a cash
position was a delusion and a snare; that his cash reserves wh ich he meant to freeze
have melted and evaporated under the heat of inflation; that they might have been
preserved, had th ey been cast in to materials; t hat his bonds and money claim s on
others have shrunken and that he might have profited had he known enough to get
into debt; that his tax refund dollars are far less in power than the ones he paid in;
that he must pay capital gains taxes on what are actually losses; in short, that the
whole accounting picture was a delusion, who do you think will be the whipping boy?
The accounti ng profession is fated to be the mas ter of money and t he communi ty's
leader in monetary reform. It did not plan to be, but conditions will make it so. There
is no profession now occupying that sphere, and because the accountant is constantly
trafficking in monetary accountancy, destiny lays its finger on him. He is continuously
on the battlefront, continuously a victim of the evils of monetary instability,
continuously the medium of business torture. In self defense he must choose to be a
money master and stabilizer to avoid the impossible task of keeping step with a
jitterbug dollar.
The accountant can neither practice an ostrich head-in-the-sand policy, nor become a
mathematical acrobat. On the other hand, he cannot pursue the study of his
profession into its fundamental m eanings without, sooner or later, discovering that
the art of accoun ting must be based upon the s cience of money . This scien ce has not
yet been formulated pragmatically. Until that foundation science is laid, accountancy
must remain mystic.
Higher accountancy teaches us that there is a master ledger over all other ledgers
wherein are con solidated all ex change trans actions. Thi s is not a physi cal ledger, nor
has it any pla ce. It is the c omposite of men's m inds. This l edger records the e mission
of monetary units and the creation of value units. If, in order to strike a balance, it
becomes necessary to add a figure on either the value side or the m onetary unit side
of the ledger, th en the monet ary unit is destroyed and a new on e is created. It i s for
us to realize this, and to comprehend that th is process is the consequence of a natural
law that cannot be altered by man-made laws. If we do not realize this, or if, realizing
it, we persist in calling by the same name the series of different units that are
automatical ly created, we are basi cally false acc ountants an d cannot perfect the art of
accountancy.
What can we do about this omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent master ledger?
We cannot influence the accounting a jot or a tittle, but we can influence the facts
which the master ledger records. We can devise a monetary system such that the
issuance of monetary units not matched by value units will be minimized to the point

where accountancy can become precision accountanc y using that term in
sense with allowance for permissible tolerance.

the usual

It is not an impossible challenge to create a nonpolitical monetary unit of constant
power, and while the purpose of this discussion is to stress t he benefits of an escape
from accounting confusion, it is easy to im agine that other benefits will foll ow.
Not only are accountants logical candidates to master the rationale of money and
promulgate a sound monetary system based upon it, but it will be straightForeword
for them to do so because it is purely a study in accountancy. They will also find it
morally easy, since they have not heretofore taken a position on monetary theory and
hence need not reverse themselves, as the economists would be obliged to do. The
bankers are not free to explore this new approach, because they are part of the
political monetary system and must play the game. With a few notable exceptions,
lawyers' minds are so steeped in statutory laws that they are not hospitable to truths
based upon natu ral laws. Nor are they professionally conscious of th e problem of
monetary instability.
There is a void that aches for new leadership. If the accountants will step into it, they
will not only relieve the problem that intimately touches their own work, but they will
win a new and elevated place in business and public esteem.

ESSAY 2

CREDIT LIMITS UNDER THE VALUN SYSTEM
(1943)

The essence of credit under a true monetary sys tem is not a promise to pay
money but a promise to receive money.
The crux of th e valun proposal l ies in the de terminati on of the limi t to be placed on
each individual's money issuing power. The stability of the valun and, therefore, the
viability of the entire valun system, rests upon finding this limit. If we are to create a
working monetary unit to replace the inherently unsound politically based monetary
units now in existence, we must be assured that inflationary instability is not implicit
in the stru cture of the v alun system at its incep tion. To do this we must exami ne how
real value is created, and how the exchange process assists society in realizing the
maximum gain from this created value.
Monetary exchange is indispensable to all of us because we are interdependent. We
are interdependent because we have discovered that we can exploit ourselves fully
only through others. If we were each only able to consume that which we individually
produced, we would have a low standard of living indeed. In other words, we as
individuals cannot make everyth ing we would like to have. If, on the other hand, we
exchange our output for the output of others, our standard of livi ng is limited only by
our ability and by the efficiency of the exchange process.
To date, the most efficient methods of exchange th at have been devised utilize
money. There is nothing sacr ed, however, about mon ey or the monet ary system on
which it is founded. A monetary system is not an end in itself; it is a means to an
end. It is a device for facilitating exchan ge and, hence, a means of exploiting our own
wealth-producing capacity.
Each of us is but a very small part of the vast mechanism of production. Many of us
apply our minds and hands directly to none of the things that we use or consume. Yet
all we acquire is, indirectly, of our own making. Regrettably, most of us have m ade
more than we have acquired. Our unfair political monetary system, through its
distortion of the process of exchange, has allowed others to appropriate some of our
production.
Ideally we make all we consume and consume all we make, however indirect the
process may be. It follows that each of us is his own customer and that a true
exchange system is one that permits us to buy from ourselves everything we produce
and nothing more. If I am a shoemaker and desire an automobile, then when I have
made an adequate number of shoes, I should come into possession of the automobile
that I desire. The transformation of the sh oes into an automobile is the service that
exchange renders me. Similarly, the transformation of the automobile into shoes and
other thin gs is the way exc hange serves t he automotiv e worker. The fun ction of
exchange is to transform our production into the things that we want.
If exchange plays no tricks on us, we are really all working for ourselves; we are all
buying from ourselves; we are all selling to ourselves. But just what is it that we are
buying and selling? In the final analysis, it is simply human energy, mental and
physical. Infinite variet ies of human energy have appeared in physical form to be
exchanged in the market place, but, basically, there is only one commodity
exchanged, and that is human effort. Labor is the basic or virgin commodity. It has no
quality of obsolescence, for it is always associated with the latest and therefore the

most timely products. It is the only value.
Others have comprehended this, and from this premise, that all value is labor, and
additionally from the premise that money is based on value, they have reached the
conclusion that money must be based on labor and rightly so. The fatal error that
labor money planners have made is that they set a measure of labor, such as an hour,
as a unit of value. While it is true that labor, both physical and mental, is the only
value, and the refore the sole com modity that passes through exchange, it does not
follow that all labor is equally valuable. Indeed, labor may be so unintelligently
applied that it is completely worthless.
We are all laborers and, therefore, fountains of wealth, because we all emit h uman
energy. We mu st, however, direct that energy t o meet the deman ds of our fellow
laborers. By the measure to which we respond to this demand, will our en ergy be
valued. It will not be by the hours we have spent projecting our energy, nor by the
sweat and toil we have put forth. In turn, our fellow exchange participants must use
their energy to our liking. The process of evaluating this released energy is the
function of exchange, and, after evaluation has been completed, money can be used
to express this evaluation. But money itself, if it is to be of maximum utility, should
have no influence whatever in determining values. Money is not a measure of value, it
is a method of stating a value that has already been determined by exchange.
To be of maximum utility, money must be available to all who wish to increase the
value of their output, but who can only do so through an investment of capital.
Traditional ban king credit practice is base d on the idea th at the credit worthiness of
the individual (or entity ) seeking to establish a line of credit derives from t hat
individual's possession of material resources. This is an outgrowth of old aristocratic
attitudes by which an individual was judged by his social status rather than by his
ability. To be sure, this idea of creditworthiness that exists in the banker's mind is
reinforced by the shortcomings of the politically based monetary system which force
him into a conservative posture. Nevertheless , the whole attitude is basically one th at
has been inherited and to which our minds have become habituated. We must take
care that we do not bor row this count erproductive m ental habit in the const ruction of
the valun system.
The ideal that we must strive for is to keep money neutral in all aspects of the
exchange process. To do this, we must, among other things, make the money
creating process available to anyone who wishes to utilize it. There are, of course,
certain limits which must be observed, and these bounds will not be easy to
determine. Th e best princi ple can, however, be s imply state d thus: Each person or
corporation is entitled to create as much money, by buying, as he or it is able to
redeem by selling.
Each of us, as noted, is basically his own supplier and his own customer. The
exchange process is, in fact, a shuttle movement. The shuttle goes from us laden with
our energy and returns this energy to us transformed into the energy of others. Or it
comes to us first, and then we return it . In either case, the movement is in itiated by
money power, and whoever lacks money power is unable to start the shuttle. An
economy that restricts its shuttle starters limits its productivity. The power to start
the shuttle is really the power to buy from one's self, i.e. the power to create demand
for one's own services. A true monetary system must make this power available to all.
While the power to buy induces demand t o sell, it does not follow that this reciprocal
transaction invariably reacts on a particul ar buyer, for he may not have the particular

value for which a demand has been created. Therefore, we cannot solve the economic
problem by merely providing money power and multiplying shuttle-starters. If the
problem were as sim ple as that, we cou ld establish the money creat ing power for
everyone without limit, on the assumption that selling would automatically balance
buying in e ach case. Buyi ng does create deman d that reacts on some seller, but not
necessarily on the one who creat ed the demand. Th ere is, however, no way of
determining in advance wheth er a particular buyer may create a demand for his own
wares or services. Since this is so, it is obvious that exchange can operate only on a
trial and error basis. The problem we must solve is how large a margin of error can be
allowed to each member of the valun exchange without the cumulative errors of all
members being large enough to introduce instability.
The best that we can do is to set up a policy subject to amendment as experience
may dictate. Although it is possible that we may underestimate the effect of errors,
this shoul d not intim idate us, becaus e greater harm can follow from being t oo
conservative . Creative and produ ctive effort m ust not be im peded by a lack of
adequate financing, even though some banks fail to realize the ideal of a full
redemption of cr edits allowed. It is better to all ot too much mone y power than too
little.
The normal experience of business is that income and outgo keep approximately
abreast of each other, so that our purpose is merely to provide a margin of working
capital. In some industries, due to differences in lengths of turnover, the margin
required is larger than in others. Some industries, particularly the farming industry,
have net deficits for a long period before returns come in. Others, the retail grocery
business, for example, has a lag of only one or two weeks between outgo and income.
A study of th e turnover of vari ous industr ies should be m ade as a guide for
establishing general rules. As a suggestion for the initiation of trading in valuns, the
following might be considered:
Each employer would maintain with his bank a list of the names of employees,
together with the amount of salary payable to each over a three-months period. This
amount would then constitute the debit limit for each such individual. Each would
then be auth orized to write ch ecks until the stated li mit was reached . The amount of
the stipulated salary would be credited to the account of the employee as earned, and
would be simultaneously debited to the employer's payroll accounts. Checks written
by employees would be debited to their accounts. No further payroll process would be
necessary. Thus the money-creating process would begin with employees writing
checks to cover their needs. If an employee had a salary of 100 valuns per month, his
debit limit would be 300 valuns, and he would be entitled to overdraw his checking
account by anything up to 300 valuns.
The employer would have two checking accounts, a payroll account an d a commercial
account. His payroll account would have a debit limit equal to his total pay roll for
three months. His commercial account would have a debit limit as determined by the
class of his industry and his gross sales.
A monetary ci rcle cannot beg in until some buyers creat e money throug h debits or
overdrafts. Therefore, the most essential provision of a monetary system is a debit
policy that permits members to draw against a debit in adequate amount to create
circulati on. To assure that all valun acc ount holders h ave the neces sary debit power, a
minimum of, say, a hundred val uns might be provided for every ac count holder n ot
drawing a salary. These debit limits would not be loans. No instrum ents would be

executed for them, and the actual debit would be th e amount of overdraft that had
been drawn on the account. There would be no term to these overdrafts, and they
might be maintained indefinitely. The reason for this is that they would constitute the
money supply and would be necessary to exchange.
Debit balances on some accounts, of course, imply credit balances on others.
Therefore, it would be impossible for all members to have debit balances at the same
time. Some might start their check writing against a credit balance and never have a
debit balance, while others might remain chronically on the debit side.
Under the above proposal, exchange would begin by consumers purchasing at retail
and by employers purchasing at wholesale. At the end of the initial three-months
period, the employer would find himself with a debit to his payroll account equal to
the total earnings of his employees during that period. This would be the limit of the
payroll account . For his employees to continue t heir drafts, h e would have to draw on
his commercial account into which would have
been deposited all of his receipts.
Each account holder, with his debit limit assigned, could then, within such limit,
create fountain-pen money by the mere writing of checks. If he should exceed his
debit or over-draft limit, his check would be returned just as it now is when he
exhausts his credit balance at the bank.
There would be no payroll problem for either employer or employee. The bank would
automatically credit the prescribed pay to each employee's account each payday, and
the employee would enter his pay in his checkbook.
Under this plan of employee money-creating power, employment is given a stimulus,
because each employee brings to his employer his own debit power, and the employer
has a three-months deferment of wage payments. This is a vital contribution toward
the sale of labor services, because it makes the payroll less forbidding. Each employee
becomes a capitalist who brings not only his servi ces, but his own financing.
Once we have established the princi ple of debit power for all we have released a
power for economic stability that does not exist when this power is restricted to
certain "creditworthy" individuals. The full benefits of the democratization of the
money creating power cannot be forecast, but it is plain that this power could
positively prevent depression.
When goods show a tendency to accumulate in wareh ouses, it indicates that
employees have not received wages high enough to purchase the goods they have
produced. Reduced production, which means reduced employment, ensues, and this,
in turn, implies furt her reduction in purchasin g. Thus the imbalance between goods
supply and money supply is accentuated. Perfect competition would, of course,
preclude this imbalance between goods supply and money supply, because it would
compel adequate wages. But can we hope for perfect competition?
Should there be no other recourse than to introduce a compensatory force to balance
the inequities of imperfect competition, the valun system would be found to provide
such a force. By the simple measure of continuing the debit power for a discharged
employee, the depression spiral would be prevented from forming.
During a period of widespread unemployment, consumption would be able to continue
while production would be retarded, thus tending to restore the balance between
production and consumption. The employee, in effect, would buy himself back into

employment, because his consumpti on would induce demand for production, just as
his previously stinted consumption had brought about his unemployment.
A depression means shortage of employers and surplus of employees. Is it n ot made
less menacing when the money creating power resides on the employee side of the
employment line as well as on the employer's side? Since unemployment would no
longer mean an immediate drain upon available fu nds, some employees would be
induced to step across the line and become employers, and thus help restore the
balance between employers and employees.
The aim of the valun proposal is to establish a t rue monetary s ystem and to rel y on
competition to keep the econom y on a steady keel. I t is not ins pired by the not ion of
establishing a compensatory system for inequities that might exist in the current
system of exchange. It should be noted, however, that if a compensatory program
were desired, the valun system could effectively provide the basis for such a program.
Since constant employment, with concomitant constant production and constant
consumption, is the economic ideal, we should regard the employer-employee
relationshi p as existing between the wh ole body of employers an d the whole body of
employees, rather than between individu al employers and individual employees. If we
do this, valun banks will, of necessity, provide central employment bureaus where
employee-account holders are registered. Full information as to their qualifications
would, of course, be available to prospective employers. Should any account holder be
laid off, he could continue to draw on his account while, at the same time, receiving
maximum assistance in locating other employment.
If there are advantages to the valun system's open credit policy, there are also
disadvantages. One of these that might loom large in the minds of some people is the
possibility of moral delinquency. Yet nothing is expected of anyone who issues valuns
through his debit power other than that he will do just what he is in business to do in
any case, namely, accept valuns, when tendered, for the goods or services that he
sells. If he fails in this, it will soon show up on his account. If he has been willing to
deliver his wares or work at competitive prices and has found no takers, the fault is
not moral. If he willfully refuses to accept employment or patronage to discharge his
debts, he automatically brings upon himself ostracism from the entire valun
community. This self-imposed injury is much greater than any harm that will accrue
to the remaining, reputable membership, which, after all, will go on functioning
without even noticing his departure.
There will be honest failures, since men will continue to be fallible, and the system
should provide some way of reestablishing the debit power of such persons. But this is
one of the matters that may be left to the common sense of the members to decide.
The question of what becomes of unsatisfied debits that result from failures is not one
that is pecu liar to the val un system. Loss es in busin ess are absorbed in t he price of
goods, and this is one of the influences that tend to raise prices. Another such
influence is the presence of private counterfeits. On the other hand, there are also
factors that tend to reduce prices, notably the loss of currency through various
causes. None of these factors are serious, and for the purposes of this study may be
ignored.
We may assume that every issuer of valuns would redeem with goods and services all
the valuns he issued. The fail ure, for whatever reason, to do so could not be as
harmful to the economy as a pessimistic credit policy, which would hamper exchange.

It is far better that more money be issued th an is redeemed, than that too little be
issued. Too little hampers exchange, and this in turn retards the production of wealth.
Idle man hours are a more serious loss than unredeemed mon ey and must never be
hazarded by overzealously guarding against credit losses. Interrupted production is
the only loss that is a net loss.

ESSAY 3

CREDIT LIMITS UNDER THE VALUN SYSTEM
(1936)

The essence of credit under a true monetary sys tem is not a promise to pay
money but a promise to receive money.
The crux of th e valun proposal l ies in the de terminati on of the limi t to be placed on
each individual's money issuing power. The stability of the valun and, therefore, the
viability of the entire valun system, rests upon finding this limit. If we are to create a
working monetary unit to replace the inherently unsound politically based monetary
units now in existence, we must be assured that inflationary instability is not implicit
in the stru cture of the v alun system at its incep tion. To do this we must exami ne how
real value is created, and how the exchange process assists society in realizing the
maximum gain from this created value.
Monetary exchange is indispensable to all of us because we are interdependent. We
are interdependent because we have discovered that we can exploit ourselves fully
only through others. If we were each only able to consume that which we individually
produced, we would have a low standard of living indeed. In other words, we as
individuals cannot make everyth ing we would like to have. If, on the other hand, we
exchange our output for the output of others, our standard of livi ng is limited only by
our ability and by the efficiency of the exchange process.
To date, the most efficient methods of exchange th at have been devised utilize
money. There is nothing sacr ed, however, about mon ey or the monet ary system on
which it is founded. A monetary system is not an end in itself; it is a means to an
end. It is a device for facilitating exchan ge and, hence, a means of exploiting our own
wealth-producing capacity.
Each of us is but a very small part of the vast mechanism of production. Many of us
apply our minds and hands directly to none of the things that we use or consume. Yet
all we acquire is, indirectly, of our own making. Regrettably, most of us have m ade
more than we have acquired. Our unfair political monetary system, through its
distortion of the process of exchange, has allowed others to appropriate some of our
production.
Ideally we make all we consume and consume all we make, however indirect the
process may be. It follows that each of us is his own customer and that a true
exchange system is one that permits us to buy from ourselves everything we produce
and nothing more. If I am a shoemaker and desire an automobile, then when I have
made an adequate number of shoes, I should come into possession of the automobile
that I desire. The transformation of the sh oes into an automobile is the service that
exchange renders me. Similarly, the transformation of the automobile into shoes and
other thin gs is the way exc hange serves t he automotiv e worker. The fun ction of
exchange is to transform our production into the things that we want.
If exchange plays no tricks on us, we are really all working for ourselves; we are all
buying from ourselves; we are all selling to ourselves. But just what is it that we are
buying and selling? In the final analysis, it is simply human energy, mental and
physical. Infinite variet ies of human energy have appeared in physical form to be
exchanged in the market place, but, basically, there is only one commodity
exchanged, and that is human effort. Labor is the basic or virgin commodity. It has no
quality of obsolescence, for it is always associated with the latest and therefore the

most timely products. It is the only value.
Others have comprehended this, and from this premise, that all value is labor, and
additionally from the premise that money is based on value, they have reached the
conclusion that money must be based on labor and rightly so. The fatal error that
labor money planners have made is that they set a measure of labor, such as an hour,
as a unit of value. While it is true that labor, both physical and mental, is the only
value, and the refore the sole com modity that passes through exchange, it does not
follow that all labor is equally valuable. Indeed, labor may be so unintelligently
applied that it is completely worthless.
We are all laborers and, therefore, fountains of wealth, because we all emit h uman
energy. We mu st, however, direct that energy t o meet the deman ds of our fellow
laborers. By the measure to which we respond to this demand, will our en ergy be
valued. It will not be by the hours we have spent projecting our energy, nor by the
sweat and toil we have put forth. In turn, our fellow exchange participants must use
their energy to our liking. The process of evaluating this released energy is the
function of exchange, and, after evaluation has been completed, money can be used
to express this evaluation. But money itself, if it is to be of maximum utility, should
have no influence whatever in determining values. Money is not a measure of value, it
is a method of stating a value that has already been determined by exchange.
To be of maximum utility, money must be available to all who wish to increase the
value of their output, but who can only do so through an investment of capital.
Traditional ban king credit practice is base d on the idea th at the credit worthiness of
the individual (or entity ) seeking to establish a line of credit derives from t hat
individual's possession of material resources. This is an outgrowth of old aristocratic
attitudes by which an individual was judged by his social status rather than by his
ability. To be sure, this idea of creditworthiness that exists in the banker's mind is
reinforced by the shortcomings of the politically based monetary system which force
him into a conservative posture. Nevertheless , the whole attitude is basically one th at
has been inherited and to which our minds have become habituated. We must take
care that we do not bor row this count erproductive m ental habit in the const ruction of
the valun system.
The ideal that we must strive for is to keep money neutral in all aspects of the
exchange process. To do this, we must, among other things, make the money
creating process available to anyone who wishes to utilize it. There are, of course,
certain limits which must be observed, and these bounds will not be easy to
determine. Th e best princi ple can, however, be s imply state d thus: Each person or
corporation is entitled to create as much money, by buying, as he or it is able to
redeem by selling.
Each of us, as noted, is basically his own supplier and his own customer. The
exchange process is, in fact, a shuttle movement. The shuttle goes from us laden with
our energy and returns this energy to us transformed into the energy of others. Or it
comes to us first, and then we return it . In either case, the movement is in itiated by
money power, and whoever lacks money power is unable to start the shuttle. An
economy that restricts its shuttle starters limits its productivity. The power to start
the shuttle is really the power to buy from one's self, i.e. the power to create demand
for one's own services. A true monetary system must make this power available to all.
While the power to buy induces demand t o sell, it does not follow that this reciprocal
transaction invariably reacts on a particul ar buyer, for he may not have the particular

value for which a demand has been created. Therefore, we cannot solve the economic
problem by merely providing money power and multiplying shuttle-starters. If the
problem were as sim ple as that, we cou ld establish the money creat ing power for
everyone without limit, on the assumption that selling would automatically balance
buying in e ach case. Buyi ng does create deman d that reacts on some seller, but not
necessarily on the one who creat ed the demand. Th ere is, however, no way of
determining in advance wheth er a particular buyer may create a demand for his own
wares or services. Since this is so, it is obvious that exchange can operate only on a
trial and error basis. The problem we must solve is how large a margin of error can be
allowed to each member of the valun exchange without the cumulative errors of all
members being large enough to introduce instability.
The best that we can do is to set up a policy subject to amendment as experience
may dictate. Although it is possible that we may underestimate the effect of errors,
this shoul d not intim idate us, becaus e greater harm can follow from being t oo
conservative . Creative and produ ctive effort m ust not be im peded by a lack of
adequate financing, even though some banks fail to realize the ideal of a full
redemption of cr edits allowed. It is better to all ot too much mone y power than too
little.
The normal experience of business is that income and outgo keep approximately
abreast of each other, so that our purpose is merely to provide a margin of working
capital. In some industries, due to differences in lengths of turnover, the margin
required is larger than in others. Some industries, particularly the farming industry,
have net deficits for a long period before returns come in. Others, the retail grocery
business, for example, has a lag of only one or two weeks between outgo and income.
A study of th e turnover of vari ous industr ies should be m ade as a guide for
establishing general rules. As a suggestion for the initiation of trading in valuns, the
following might be considered:
Each employer would maintain with his bank a list of the names of employees,
together with the amount of salary payable to each over a three-months period. This
amount would then constitute the debit limit for each such individual. Each would
then be auth orized to write ch ecks until the stated li mit was reached . The amount of
the stipulated salary would be credited to the account of the employee as earned, and
would be simultaneously debited to the employer's payroll accounts. Checks written
by employees would be debited to their accounts. No further payroll process would be
necessary. Thus the money-creating process would begin with employees writing
checks to cover their needs. If an employee had a salary of 100 valuns per month, his
debit limit would be 300 valuns, and he would be entitled to overdraw his checking
account by anything up to 300 valuns.
The employer would have two checking accounts, a payroll account an d a commercial
account. His payroll account would have a debit limit equal to his total pay roll for
three months. His commercial account would have a debit limit as determined by the
class of his industry and his gross sales.
A monetary ci rcle cannot beg in until some buyers creat e money throug h debits or
overdrafts. Therefore, the most essential provision of a monetary system is a debit
policy that permits members to draw against a debit in adequate amount to create
circulati on. To assure that all valun acc ount holders h ave the neces sary debit power, a
minimum of, say, a hundred val uns might be provided for every ac count holder n ot
drawing a salary. These debit limits would not be loans. No instrum ents would be

executed for them, and the actual debit would be th e amount of overdraft that had
been drawn on the account. There would be no term to these overdrafts, and they
might be maintained indefinitely. The reason for this is that they would constitute the
money supply and would be necessary to exchange.
Debit balances on some accounts, of course, imply credit balances on others.
Therefore, it would be impossible for all members to have debit balances at the same
time. Some might start their check writing against a credit balance and never have a
debit balance, while others might remain chronically on the debit side.
Under the above proposal, exchange would begin by consumers purchasing at retail
and by employers purchasing at wholesale. At the end of the initial three-months
period, the employer would find himself with a debit to his payroll account equal to
the total earnings of his employees during that period. This would be the limit of the
payroll account . For his employees to continue t heir drafts, h e would have to draw on
his commercial account into which would have
been deposited all of his receipts.
Each account holder, with his debit limit assigned, could then, within such limit,
create fountain-pen money by the mere writing of checks. If he should exceed his
debit or over-draft limit, his check would be returned just as it now is when he
exhausts his credit balance at the bank.
There would be no payroll problem for either employer or employee. The bank would
automatically credit the prescribed pay to each employee's account each payday, and
the employee would enter his pay in his checkbook.
Under this plan of employee money-creating power, employment is given a stimulus,
because each employee brings to his employer his own debit power, and the employer
has a three-months deferment of wage payments. This is a vital contribution toward
the sale of labor services, because it makes the payroll less forbidding. Each employee
becomes a capitalist who brings not only his servi ces, but his own financing.
Once we have established the princi ple of debit power for all we have released a
power for economic stability that does not exist when this power is restricted to
certain "creditworthy" individuals. The full benefits of the democratization of the
money creating power cannot be forecast, but it is plain that this power could
positively prevent depression.
When goods show a tendency to accumulate in wareh ouses, it indicates that
employees have not received wages high enough to purchase the goods they have
produced. Reduced production, which means reduced employment, ensues, and this,
in turn, implies furt her reduction in purchasin g. Thus the imbalance between goods
supply and money supply is accentuated. Perfect competition would, of course,
preclude this imbalance between goods supply and money supply, because it would
compel adequate wages. But can we hope for perfect competition?
Should there be no other recourse than to introduce a compensatory force to balance
the inequities of imperfect competition, the valun system would be found to provide
such a force. By the simple measure of continuing the debit power for a discharged
employee, the depression spiral would be prevented from forming.
During a period of widespread unemployment, consumption would be able to continue
while production would be retarded, thus tending to restore the balance between
production and consumption. The employee, in effect, would buy himself back into

employment, because his consumpti on would induce demand for production, just as
his previously stinted consumption had brought about his unemployment.
A depression means shortage of employers and surplus of employees. Is it n ot made
less menacing when the money creating power resides on the employee side of the
employment line as well as on the employer's side? Since unemployment would no
longer mean an immediate drain upon available fu nds, some employees would be
induced to step across the line and become employers, and thus help restore the
balance between employers and employees.
The aim of the valun proposal is to establish a t rue monetary s ystem and to rel y on
competition to keep the econom y on a steady keel. I t is not ins pired by the not ion of
establishing a compensatory system for inequities that might exist in the current
system of exchange. It should be noted, however, that if a compensatory program
were desired, the valun system could effectively provide the basis for such a program.
Since constant employment, with concomitant constant production and constant
consumption, is the economic ideal, we should regard the employer-employee
relationshi p as existing between the wh ole body of employers an d the whole body of
employees, rather than between individu al employers and individual employees. If we
do this, valun banks will, of necessity, provide central employment bureaus where
employee-account holders are registered. Full information as to their qualifications
would, of course, be available to prospective employers. Should any account holder be
laid off, he could continue to draw on his account while, at the same time, receiving
maximum assistance in locating other employment.
If there are advantages to the valun system's open credit policy, there are also
disadvantages. One of these that might loom large in the minds of some people is the
possibility of moral delinquency. Yet nothing is expected of anyone who issues valuns
through his debit power other than that he will do just what he is in business to do in
any case, namely, accept valuns, when tendered, for the goods or services that he
sells. If he fails in this, it will soon show up on his account. If he has been willing to
deliver his wares or work at competitive prices and has found no takers, the fault is
not moral. If he willfully refuses to accept employment or patronage to discharge his
debts, he automatically brings upon himself ostracism from the entire valun
community. This self-imposed injury is much greater than any harm that will accrue
to the remaining, reputable membership, which, after all, will go on functioning
without even noticing his departure.
There will be honest failures, since men will continue to be fallible, and the system
should provide some way of reestablishing the debit power of such persons. But this is
one of the matters that may be left to the common sense of the members to decide.
The question of what becomes of unsatisfied debits that result from failures is not one
that is pecu liar to the val un system. Loss es in busin ess are absorbed in t he price of
goods, and this is one of the influences that tend to raise prices. Another such
influence is the presence of private counterfeits. On the other hand, there are also
factors that tend to reduce prices, notably the loss of currency through various
causes. None of these factors are serious, and for the purposes of this study may be
ignored.
We may assume that every issuer of valuns would redeem with goods and services all
the valuns he issued. The fail ure, for whatever reason, to do so could not be as
harmful to the economy as a pessimistic credit policy, which would hamper exchange.

It is far better that more money be issued th an is redeemed, than that too little be
issued. Too little hampers exchange, and this in turn retards the production of wealth.
Idle man hours are a more serious loss than unredeemed mon ey and must never be
hazarded by overzealously guarding against credit losses. Interrupted production is
the only loss that is a net loss.

ESSAY 4

THE FUTURE OF GOLD
(1944)

As a monetary metal, gold for centuries has been the object of illusion and
superstition. Yet in reality it is but a commodity like any other metal no r is it one
of the rarest. From the beginnings of time, it has been carried, like salt, by many
streams to the oceans, from which it could be extracted if the price of gold justified it.
Yet the very word is synonymous with riches.
Why?
In ancient times gold was used as a medium of exchange, for which its beauty,
durability, malleability and relative scarcity ideally suited it. Hence its association with
early monetary systems, all of which were on a "hard money" basis. As commerce
grew more expansive and complex, and there arose the necessity of paper money and
other credit instruments, it was believed that such instruments, to be acceptable in
trade, had to be exchangeable for gold upon demand. Thus arose the correlative belief
that a national currency, to have signi ficance or "value" or "stability," had also to be
identifie d with a measur e of gold or silver. Th is practice was t ermed putti ng money on
a gold or silver standard."
This posed a problem, however, for there is no stability in the value of gold any more
than there is in any oth er metal. In order to give the val ue of gold the appearan ce of
constancy, therefore, the price of gold, i.e. the amoun t of the metal exchangeable f or
the monetary unit, had to be s tated above its t rue market val ue so that it could not
vary. For many centuries, accordingly, one or more governments have always been
willing to bear the expense of maintain ing the price of gold above its true value as
determined in free exchange, and thus gold has been given the appearance of having
a constant value. This has given rise to the superstition that gold is not only stable in
value, but that it is, in fact, a criterion of value.
The practice of setting a price for gold that is above its free market value set in
motion economic laws, which have actually redu ced the value of gold. When an
artificially high price is put upon a commodity, it causes that commodity to be overproduced, and when a commodity is in excessive supply, its units lose value
commensurat ely. The associat ion of gold with t he monetary u nit, an associat ion
intended to benefit the latter, has resulted in a benefit to gold miners, nothing more.
The delusion of "gold convertibility" has, in effect, subsidized the gold mining industry
for centuries and caused gross overproduction. The actual value of gold has declined
accordingly, but the decline has not been manifest because some nation has always
been willing to keep the price up on a peg. In short, we know the price of gold, but we
can only guess at its value.
England maintained the price of gold for 600 years, from the 13th century until 1931,
in which year she had to give it up, unable to afford the charade any longer. The
United States then became the price pegger, but with a twist. Previously, nations on a
gold standard had bought and sold gold to all comers at the fixed price. President
Roosevelt was induced by his advisors, however, to exclude those within the United
States from trading, and to confine buying and selling privileges to foreigners.
American citizens were required to turn in their gold coins and certificates. In thus
changing the rules, Roosevelt unwittingly exploded the gold standard fallacy.
Had the gold standard theory been correct, namely, that backing a monetary unit with

gold convertibility gives it greater stabil ity or acceptance than units n ot so backed, we
would now have two dollar price levels, one for the foreigner and another for the
American. This would have had to arise, since the foreigner's dollar is convertible
whereas the American's is not. The fact that there is one dollar price for both
demonstrates that the dollar is a power in and of itself, quite apart from any gold
convertibility.
A corresponding observation is that as the dollar goes, so goes gold, and not vice
versa, as the gold t heorists woul d have had us bel ieve. When t he purchasi ng power of
the dollar is high, that of gold is high, and when t he power of the dollar declines, that
of gold also declines. The purchasing power of gold, like that of the dollar, declined by
nearly a third between January of 1940 and Sept ember of 1943. An ounce of gold, at
$35, would have been required on the latter dat e to purchase th e same amount of
other commodities that could have been purchased for $24.50 three and a half years
earlier. This in itself proves that there is no stability in the value of gold and that it
has no power to uphold the unit that supports it.
In view of the fact that the purchasing power of gold is declining in America, why is it
that foreigners are not withdrawing it? The reason is simple: the United States
Treasury is the only market in the world for gold, and its price, despite the cheaper
dollar, is still higher than its free market value. Outside of the United States there is
not now, nor is there likely to be, any nation foolish enough or strong enough to
burden itself by gratuitously paying a subsidy to the gold mining industry of the
world. Nor will the United States pursue this folly for very much longer.
Circumstances are now compelling the realization that gold has no magic charm, no
peculiar quality, no fixed value, and no special stability, but is a commodity subject to
the same laws of supply and demand that determine the value of any other
commodity. Its last artificial support is the dollar, and when the dollar grows too weak
from inflation to hold the price of gold above its actual value, gold will be on its own.
The dollar will be so reduced in purchasing power that $35 per ounce will actually be a
low price for gold, and its price will rise above that figure. From that point and
beyond, unless the government arbitrarily holds it for some reason, gold will move out
of the Treasury and into the arts and industries. No more will flow into the Treasury,
because there will be no profit to the seller at the old price. Indeed, if the government
continues its present p olicy of selli ng to foreigners at $35 an ounc e in the face of
continuing inflation, gold will flow out to other countries, who will buy it back for a
minute fraction of what they sold it to the United States Treasury for in pre-war days.
The gold problem will be solved by either action or inaction, for economic laws have a
way of compensating for bad statutory laws. In any event, the standard or base idea
will be gone beyond recall in economic thought.
Of course, there will be some serious repercussions from the collapse of dollar support
for gold. Foreign gold reserves held throughout the world are dollar reserves, nothing
more and nothing less. As the dollar shrinks, these reserves shrink as well. Therefore,
the inflation of the dollar is undermining gold reserves and the credit they support all
over the world. The nation with the premier u nit that m akes the price and market for
gold cannot go thr ough inflat ion without affecting all nations. That is why our inf lation
is international inflation, the first such instance in the world's long experience with
inflation.
The Federal Reserve Board and the Bank of International Settlements have estimated
monetary gold res erves outside of the Unite s States at $7 billion, and t he Bank of

International Settlem ents estimates $2.5 billi on in unrecorded holdings of exchange
funds and government accounts outside of the United States. The National City Bank
estimates $2 billion of newly m ined gold. Thus a total of $11.5 billion is esti mated as
the world holdings outside of the United States. If the dollar has lost 30 per cent,
therefore (there is no definite index in view of the black markets), these hoards have
already shrunk to about $8 billion in actual purchasing power. For the Unites States to
make its own hoard maintain its Federal Reserve Bank reserve illusion, the price will
have to be raised to many times its present artificial price.
Some indication of the extent to whi ch gold has been excluded from industrial u ses by
the pegged price policy can be seen from the figures for production and i ndustrial
consumption in the United States during the period 1937 to 1941. In the latter year,
consumption was only about 15 per cent of production, and this was far above
average for the period. These figures only reflect United States production and
consumption. When we consider that the United States produces only about oneeighth of the world's gold, but undoubtedly uses more for industrial purposes than the
rest of the world combined, we can see how greatly current production exceeds
current industrial deman d.
The picture is all the more startl ing if we consider the tremendous accum ulation that
exists. The best available figures show that throughout the world, in government
treasuries, stabilization funds, central bank reserves, and private hoards, there are
nearly a billion ounces, all of which mu st, sooner or later, be dumped on the industrial
market. On th e basis of approximat ely one mill ion ounces for i ndustrial consumption
in the United States in 1941, and assuming double this amount for world
consumption, it would take five hundred years to consume the existing supply. Of
course, this is no criterion for the probable rate of consumption when price support
ends. There are many known uses for gold for which the price has always been
prohibitive, and changing technology will continue to find new uses.
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MANARCHY
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In giving fundamental cons ideration to government, it might be in structive to have an
authoritative opinion regarding the modern state, written while its author was on the
outside looking in, and who when on the inside, magnified the intrusions upon private
rights that he had condemned:
The state, with its monstrous terrific machine, gives us a feeling of suffocation.
The state was endurable for the individual as long as it was content to be a
soldier and policeman; today the state is everything banker, usurer ,
gambling den proprietor, ship owner, procurer, insurance agent, postman,
railroader, entrepreneur, teacher, professor, tobacco merchant and countless
other things, in addition to its former functions of policeman, judge, jailer, and
tax collector. The state, this Moloch of frightful countenance, receives
everything, does everything, knows everything, ruins everything. Every state
function is a misfortune. St ate art is a misfortune, state ownership of shippin g,
state victualizing the litany co uld extend indefinitely. ...If men had but a
faint idea of the abyss toward which they are moving the number of suicides
would increase, for we are approaching complete destruction of personality.
The state is that frightful machine which swallows living men and spews them
out again as dead ciphers. Human life has now no secrets, no intimacy, neither
material affairs nor spiritual; all corners are smelled into, all movements
measured; everyone is locked into his cell and numbered, just as in
prison.
Benito Mussolini
Il Duce's candid appraisal has been shared through the centuries by many who have
thought and written on the state. In a more reflective and perhaps more honest vein,
Immanuel Kant wrote,
Man is an animal which when living among others of its kind, needs a master.
For he surely abuses his freedom in the presenc e of his equals, and though as
a reasonable being he desires a law, his beastly selfish nature leads him to
exempt himself whenever he can. Hence he needs a master who will break his
individual will and compel him to obey a generally accepted rule whereby
everyone can be free.
Likewise, Jean Jacques Rousseau:
The citizen of the state is ... no longer the judge concerning the danger to
which he may expose himself at the demand of the law, and when the state
says to him, "Thy death is necessary for the state," he must die, since it is only
upon this condition that he has thus far lived in security, and his life is no
longer merely a gift of nature, but is a conditional grant from the state.
On the other hand, Henry David Thoreau denied the state any rightful authority:
I heartily ac cept the mott o "That govern ment is best which governs least,"
and I should like to see it acted up to more rapidly and systematically. Carried
out, it finally amounts to this, which also I believe: That government is best
which governs not at all.
And Proudhon:

Liberty the mother, not the daughter, of order ... The personality is for me the
criterion of the social order. The freer, the more independent, the more
enterprising the personality is in society, the better for society.
But Proudhon broke free from the horns of the tyranny-anarchy dilemma. He glimpsed
an alternative.
"So you want to abolish government," someone asked Proudhon. "You want no
constitution? Who will maintain law and order in society? What would you put
in place of the state? In place of the police? In place of the great political
powers?"
"Nothing," he answered. "Society is eternal motion; it does not have to be
wound up, and it is not necessary to beat time for it. It carries its own
pendulum and its ever wound-up sprin g within it. An organized society needs
laws as little as legislators. Laws are to society what cobwebs are to a bee
hive; they only serve to cat ch the bees."
Those who have pondered the past, present, and future of the state, have quite
generally distinguished between society and the state, but they have associated
government wi th the latt er, hence impl ying that s ociety would be an archic but for
government supplied by the state.
The view advocated here, however, is that society and self-government are
inseparable. One could not exist without the other. They are natural and spontaneous.
Social government operates by unwritten laws which spring from the common impulse
of self advancem ent by the proce ss of exchangin g with others u nder the disc ipline of
cooperative competition. The rivalry to win patronage and gratify men's desires, which
we call competition, is really the broadest and deepest form of cooperation that social
man can develop. But for the intervention of the state, it would always be tranquil.
The state serves solely the purpose of evading the law of cooperative competition. Its
appeal is always to the cheater, he who desires to escape this natural discipline.
Failure of the critics of the state to realize that society and government are
concomitants, puts them in the awkward position of advocating anarchy to the same
degree as they oppose t he sway of the st ate. The dimin ution of stat e power does not
mean less government, however, but its displaceme nt by natural and nonpolitical
government. It does not imply an increase in the sphere of anarchy. Rather, to coin a
much needed word, it means manarchy the natural government of man in society.
Manarchy means the prevalence of social customs wherein equality among individuals
makes each a law giver as well as a law observer, without professional governors. The
natural rule of manarchy has been submerged by the presumptions of the state, and
as state power recedes, manarchy, the rock upon which society rests, emerges as the
true government.
Since manarchy is the true government of society, and the intrusion of the state
lessons its s way, the so-calle d government of t he state is se en as disgovernm ent, or
anti-governm ent. Thus adv ocacy of the dimi nution of st ate power is the adv ocacy of
the sway of government and the denunciation of anti-government.
What is the constitutional or fundamental law of society? It is the law of competitive
cooperation. The beginning of the social order was the beginning of exchanges. Here
independenc e ended and int erdependence be gan. Here competi tive cooperation

entered as man discovered that his urge for self-advancem ent was best served by
catering to the wants and wishes of his fellows through voluntary exchanges. But
there arose would-be breakers of the rule of competitive cooperation. As Franz
Oppenheimer has observed in h is volume, The State,
Whenever the opportunity offers, and man possesses the power, he prefers
political to economic means for preservation of his life. And this is perhaps true
not alone of man, for, according to Maeterlinck's Life of the Bees, a swarm
which once made the experiment of obtaini ng honey from a foreign hive, by
robbery instead of by tedious building, is henceforth spoiled for the "economic
means." From working bees robber bees have developed.
The state was invented by those who wished to escape the law of competitive
cooperation by those
who would be robbers through the exercise of political power.
This is the explanation for the genesis of the state which Oppenheimer sets forth so
well. Beginning with rape and evolving t oward seduction, the purpose of the state has
ever been to serve the ends of exploiters. Therefore, liberty will n ever be attained as
long as the state is permitted to intervene in economic affairs. The state has ever
been the implement of those who would escape the discipline of voluntary exchanges,
and it has cont rived a variety of cheating dev ices, the great est and most dece ptive of
which is its power to issue counterfeit money. This very device, however, will prove to
be the state's Armageddon.
Always an instrument for robbery of the many by the few, the state within the present
century has gradually popularized its distribution of the loot. It is no longer the robber
of the many for t he benefit of t he few; it now offer s to provide for all c itizens "from
the womb to the tomb." It poses as the welfare state. No longer does it need the
support of the wealthy; it has found a way to rob the whole constituency while
apparently benefiting the many, and by this delusive method it has greatly enhanced
its prestige. By subtly taxing the economy through inflation of the money supply while
ostentatiously distributing its largess, the state has convinced the citizen that it is a
fountain of wealth. But the popularity so achieved has been attained through the
issuance of spurious money. Hence the state must be undermined as the mounting
inflation discloses the falsity of its pretended power of paternalism.
Out of the impending collapse of the political monetary system will come not only a
weakening of the power of the state, but a strengthening of society. For the
nonpolitical monetary system whi ch must replace the defunct political one will lead
automatically to the union of peoples economically.
Once society has consolidated its power, while the national states remain divided, the
subordination of political power will easily be accomplished. Thus will society gain the
ascendancy and assure freedom and prosperity under the natural law of competitive
cooperation.

